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PREFACE

The incentive for this study of pass-fa-I...1 grading at

Berkeley comes from the continuing concern of the Office of Insti-

tutional Research to assist the students and the faculty in their

efforts to develop a 'grading system which is just. The periodic

reports of grade distributions Prepared by the Office of Institu-

tional Research need to be supplemented on occasions with analyses

of trends and with subjective evaluations. Although few among the

faculty and students will be able to read this study dispassion-

ately, no one should reject the explicit need for reassessment of

the current grading systems at Berkeley.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The values which faculty and students place on different

grading systems are as confused and arbitrary as the values used

in the determination of grades themselves. While neither faculty

nor students are prepared to do without any procedure for evalu-

ating academic performance, the facts and opinions reported in this

study show that Berkeley's current dual system which combines let-

ter grades with limited optional pass/not pass grades is a tinker's

remedy for a crtuabling edifice. The five-value letter grade system

which was created in an era when class distinctions were more read

ily accepted and the common or average man aenctation carried posi-

tive connotations has been under severe attack in recent years.

The Introduction in the year 1966 of a limited option for students

to elect to be graded either pass or not pass in a particular course

was the university's first a2knowledgment that knowing precisely

how an instructor evaluated a student's performance was not always

necessary nor important. nowever, the contention that this innova-

tion would lead to significantly increased freedom for the student

to explore difficult course material and would result in, marked

reduction in tensions created by the need to earn high marks is not

supported by the facts, although large numbers of students and some

faculty continue to think so.

This study shows that the students use the pass/not pess

option in a selective manner on a scale significantly below it.
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potential use. Furthermore, the students acknowledge by their

behavior, by their replies to survey ouestions included in this

study, and by their written comments that as much as they would

wish to do so, they cannot escape the letter grade system as long

as entry to graduate school, fellowships and other awards are

judged by persons oriented to letter grade values. Additionally,

faculty and students recognize an implicit denigration of the pass

grade, and this recognition has influenced many students to limit

their use of the option. Despite these defects, the students

adamantly protest any thought of eliminating the option unless the

university can eliminate the letter grade system altogether and

replace it with either written or oral evaluations or some other

value system, as yet unidentified.

The pass/not pass option is used by some students with far

greater frequency than by others. It is used by many students in

order to carry an above average course unit load each quarter. It

is partially responsible for the rise in the overall undergraduate

scholastic average from a C+ to a B grade. It permits students to

reduce their efforts in courses in which the option is used, and,

according to both faculty and students, induces the student to do

so. Its total impact on the standard letter grade system as mea-

sured by its numerical magnitude is about 12 grades in 100. It has

not resulted in an obvious large scale course exploration by the

students. It has not gained popularity among the faculty as a de-

vice for removing the reputation of perfunctory grading from broad

survey lecture courses with large student enrollments.

The foregoing facts do not diminish the essential popular-

ity of the pass/not pass option, but they do tarnish the image of

an innovation designed to reduce grade-consciousness. Since the

faculty definitely does not want, and the students only moderately

want, any extensions of the current pass/not pass option, then, if
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nothing better were available, I would recommend leaving the grad-

ing system as it is. I prefer, however, to recommend an alterna-

tive which I regard as a better system. This recommendation is

based partially on facts and partially on conjectures of my own.

Beginning with a trend in the last decade, the C, or aver-

age performance, grade has ceased to be the modal grade awarded by

the faculty to undergraduate students. Currently only 17% of all

grades recorded in undergradu 4.e courses are C grades. The decline

of the C grade as an indicator of a satisfactory, but not an excel-

ling performance, began long before the introduction of the pass/

not pass option. When the option was introduced, however, both C

and B grades declined as proportions of total grades awarded. With

an increasing rise in A grades, a relatively steady state in the

small percentage of barely passing and failing grades, the removal

of a significant number of earned grades from the scholastic grade-

point computation (i.e., pass/not pass grades are not counted in

this computation), the C grade no longer is regarded as a satisfac-

tory grade to the student.

The overall undergraduate cumulative grade-point average

has risen in the last decade from 2.5 to 2.9. Ten years ago less

than two out of ten undergraduates had scholastic averages of 3.0

and above; now more than four out of ten obtain these scores.

Again, in the same time period the number of students with averages

between 2.0 and 2.5 has reversed itself in almost exactly the same

magnitude from about four out of ten to less than two out of ten.

There are two important but mutually exclusive interpretations of

this change. Either the undergraduate student of today is a

superior scholar compared to his peers of ten years ago, or his

satisfactory performance is now given a new name, namely a B grade.

Among the few points of agreement by-the faculty and :.tu-

dents who responded to the surveys discussed in this study is that



a majority of both groups were favorably disposed to initiating an

entirely new grading system of honors pass/pass/not pass.

I recommend that the Berkeley faculty give serious consid-

eration to eliminating the entire letter-graded system, the pass/

not pass option and the grade-point calculation and replace them

with a three-value system without numerical points. The facts

noted in preceding remarks clearly show that the present system is

in reality a three-value system, although in theory it is not.

I recommend that scholastic honors, awards, fellowships,

admission to graduate school and other benefits wnich may flow

from academic scholarship be judged on a more personal inspection

of the student's entire academic record which may include written

comments by faculty. A three-value system will clearly show in

which disciplines a student is most scholastically apt, while a

two-value system only separates the successful performer from the

unsuccessful performer.

The facts show that the majority of the students all of the

time, and all of the students the majority of the time recognize

the need for some type of differential evaluation of scholastic

performance. Pass/not pass grading is not used by the student as

a means of relieving the fear of earning a failing grade, for very

few such grades were given by the faculty. It is used by those

students with above average scholastic scores who are fearful of

earning a C grade. A three-value grading system would eliminate

this fear while at the same time would allow for recognition of

scholastic performance of an outstanding nature.

The proposal to use the words honors pass/pass/not pass for

a three-value system is not recommended. In order to be acceptable.



to the students, a three-value system cannot label as just adequate

(as the word pass would connote) all who consider their performance

to be noteworthy. The modal value of a three-value system at

Berkeley, with its high admission sLandards, must denote more than

an ordinary performance, it must indicate a successful performance

in some positive manner. The elimination of the pass/not pass option

wherein these grades are not included in a grade-point average cal-

culation would mean that every course counted equally for all stu-

dents and successful completion of each course would be recorded

appropriately. I recommend, therefore, that the faculty search for

more appropriate words to designate these three levels of perfor-

mance. As an example, I suggest for possible use: outstanding,

successful, not acceptable. I have selected these terms in order

to avoid any connection with past grading terminology. The third

term was chosen for its less harsh meaning than the term failure

or similar terms.

If the faculty followed the current grading practices, then

outstanding performers would be in the upper quartile, those whose

performance was not acceptable would be in the lowest percentile,

and successful performances would occupy the broad area between.

I recommend a new approach. First, require that a successful per-

formance achieve a higher level than that which currently receives

a barely passing grade. While this would tend to increase the pro-

portion of students with an occasional unsuccessful course record,

the rules governing probation and dismissal could be rewritten to

be less stringent with the student whose performance does not reach

an acceptable level in a few isolated courses. Second, outstanding

performers should be those students whose academic work places them

among the top 10% to 15% of the class.

There are several benefits which could be derived from this

recommendation. All students in a course would be considered c)1 an
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equal basis with regard to interpretations of the grades earned by

then. Grading practices within and among departmental faculties

could reach a more uniform level of validity and fairness to all

students. Award committees and admission committees would be

required to search for more meaningful and more individually per-

sonal criteria rather than the present heavy reliance on the grade-

point average. While each course would be recorded for the stu-

dent's proposed degree, the student would know that only a com-

pletely unsuccessful performance on his part would be detrimental

to his record; that is, a student would no longer have to worry

that through some arbitrary design he finds he is awarded a C grade

and prevented from earning a B grade by an infinitesimal barrier.

Outstanding performances by students would be quickly recognized.

Under the current system a student who does A work for a P grade

goes unrecognized, at the same time when all students are awarded

A grades there are no distinctions.

No one can read the survey replies of the faculty and stu-

dents, especially their appended commel.ts, without being impressed

by the intensity of their statements and without being disheartened

by the .polarity of their opinions. It is not my intention in mak-

ing a recommendation for a completely new grading system to ignore

this polarity, particularly those who hold strong favorable opin-

ions that more discriminating grading is needed, not less. If the

university's primary role were to promote the development of edu-

cated men and women I would recommend dispensing with grades alto-

gether. Since the university's role appears to, be one of dispensing

certificates of completion of specific programs some indication of

successful completion is required. An increasingly larger segment

of society desires these certificates and they are unhappy with a

system which not only may impede or block their attainment of their

goals but which puts them under continuous duress while they pursue

these goals. High positive relationships between grades and
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performance in graduate school and professional career work in

later years are not apparent. The present grading system at

Berkeley is cumbersome, iniquitous, and unproductive. I recommend

that it be abandoned.



INTRODUCTION

Few innovations in higher education are openly welcomed by

most participants, for there are probably more prdponents of change

and more proponents for no change in education than in most other

areas of society. The reason for this split lies in the continuing

problem of adequately assessing just what education does for the

individual. If proof that one form of teaching or one form of

learning is better than another form is unobtainable, then there

should be no wonder that some educators are constantly attempting

innovations and others are equally constantly resisting these

changes. When innovations are introduced, however, there are sur-

prisingly few efforts to ascertain whether or not the changes

brought about the anticipated improvements. Recent innovations in

rank values used to classify scholastic performances of students

have been initiated in many institutions of higher education in the

United States. Most of these changes reflect a reduction of the

number of values assigned to performance for course work. Specifi-

cally, the reductions replace a hierarchy of successful performances

with a single order of success. Unlimited analogies can be made

with which to compare the success/non-success dichotomy, but perhaps

the simplest is the race in which the only criteria of success is

whether one finishes the race at all. Many educators and students

regard this single value of success as sufficient. Others are not

satisfied until they learn how the race was run. Complications of
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judgment arise in direct proportion to the complexities of the

race and the methods used to evaluate successful completion. Lit-

tle dispute is encountered in the determination of whether one

runs, walks or crawls across the finish line if finishing is all

one needs to do.

The enduring controvery over the system of assigning letter

grade values to scholastic performance has flared again recently

with the growing use of pass-fail (or pass/not pass) grading in

higher education. The current controversy arouses, in some, strong

sentiments, as can be attested not only by statements made by fac-

ulty and students to surveys made for this study (see Appendices I

and J) but also by a recent leading editorial in a major metropoli-

tan newspaper which deprecated pass-fail grading and which stated

in part that "Success in the mature world of harsh reality normally

requires an ability to compete with rivals./ The strength of

these sentiments, one might conjecture, resides either in attitudes

which disincline to judge the quality of performance, and prefer

egalitarianism, or in attitudes which consider rank values abso-

lutely essential for any enterprise, and prefer elitism.

This crude conjecture does a disservice to substantive com-

ments made by students, educators and laymen who are genuinely con-

cerned with the education process. There are cogent arguments for

both sides and neither this study nor similar ones will resolve the

conflict. This study attempts to determine whether the L'iding

innovation introduced at Berkeley in the Fall Quarter 1966 has

brought about the benefits anticipated by its proponents.

In March, 1965, the Academic Senate passed a resolution to

establish "A Select Committee on Education at Berkeley for the

1
San Francisco Examiner, August 7, 1971.
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following purposes:

(a) to find the ways in which the traditions of
humane learning and scientific inquiry can be
best advanced under the challenging conditions
of size and scale that confront our university
community;

(b) to examine the various changes in educational
programs currently under consideration in the
several schools and colleges; to seek by appro-
priate means to communicate information concern-
ing these programs to the wider campus community;
and to consider the implications V' these pro-
grams in the light of (a) above.

Chapter VI of the Select Committee's report is exclusively

concerned with grading and opens with a forthright note about pass-

fail grading.

The establishment of the present Committee
came at a moment when, throughout the United States,

considerable debate and planning was being deVotel
to the problem of grading in higher education. Few
would deny that, as more and more students compete
for admission to our better undergraduate and gradu-
ate schools, they have become increasinglyA'grade-
conscious.' Students, faculty, and administrators
alike have expressed concern about the presture of
grades; and some institutions have planned or imple-
mented changes to free the student from the full
impact of this pressure. Nearly all of these changes
have moved in the direction of limited 2r experi-
mental pass-fail grading in some form.

A comprehensive review of the grading system was conducted

for the Committee which lead to recommendations for experimental

2
Education at Berkeleyo Report of the Select Committee on

Education, University of California, Berkeley, Academic Senate,
March, Z966, p. iii

p. 93
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pass-fail grading. These recommendations also suggested comprehen-

sive or qua2ifying examinations as another possible Mpii41iation of

the current system. Another report was submitted to the Select

Committee which recommended adding "plus" grades to the current five

letter grade system, i.e., A, A+, B, B+ and so on.

Since the Select Committee could be thought of as .a direct

outcome of the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley, it is not surpris-

ing that considerable effort was expended in assessing student opin-

ion on the current grading system. An extensive random sample of

2,576 students at Berkeley was surveyed.

A direct quotation from the Committee's report would best

represent some of the impetus felt by the Berkeley faculty for

changing the grading system.

These students were given four possible re-
sponses to the question--'How well do you think the
grading system at Berkeley reflects the student's
actual knowledge and understanding of the subjects
studied?'. Only a bare majority seemed to believe
in the efficiency of the system (3.4% answered 'Very
well,' and 49.2% 'Fairly well'). No less than 41.8%
answered 'Only slightly,' and this result cannot be
attributed solely to resentful disappointment: 35%
of the honors-level students in the sample answered
in this way, and 26% of those with grade-point aver-
age of 3.5 or better. A more or less constant 5% of
students at all grade-point average :I.evels answered

"Not at all.' Thirty-one out of 836 honors-level
students (3.6%) believed that the system works 'Very
well'; another 467 (55.8%) answered 'Fairly well.'
Obviously one should not expect enthusiastic support
for any form of grading. But when two fifths of an
honors-level student sample express such significant
disbelief in the system which rewarded them, it is

,4
I.e., those students whose grade-point average the pre-

vious semester was 3.0 or better.



surely time to reconsider not only the grading system
itself, but the ingreasing emphasis which we are pressed
to place upon it.

While there is no reason to think that a similar survey

made today of Berkeley students would yield substantially different

results, there is no doubt that during that period of time students

saw few virtues in any of the university's systems.

About two out of five students, including honor -level stu-

dents, had indicated they found grades a "major" worry. In open-

ended questions many students noted their preference for additional

pass-fail grading, especially outside the major or in the lower

division and others asked for a more sophisticated range of grades.

Of particular slgnificance to this study are the Committee's

remarks concerning student opinion as to which students were most

likely to use a pass-fail option. The students challenged "the

allegation that pass-fail grading is the preference of mediocre

performers"...and the Committee indicated instead that... "the

highest percentages favoring some form of pass-fail grading came

from the honors-level students.
6

The Select Committee's assessment of faculty opinion showed

that most of them were more interested in explaining the need for

letter-grading than discussing any innovations; however, many had

suggested changes equivalent to those made by the students. The

opinions of the faculty noted in the Select Committee's report are

very interesting; however, this study's focus is on the pass-fail

innovation and a digression on the whole topic of the value of

letter-grading or lack of it would only lengthen the study without

5
Education at Berkeley, op. cit., pp 94-95.

elbid., p. 95.
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necessarily enhancing its merits. But it is necessary to summarize

the faculty's statements to the Committee so that the replies

received in answer to the survey rade for this current study can

be placed in perspective. Essentially then, in 1965, the faculty

said to the Select Committee that: (a) letter-grading had the salu-

tary effect of forcing students to learn where they stood among

their peers and to criticize themse2.ves; (b) personal comments on

students lacked rigor and rigor was needed to make faculty offer

criticism and students believe it; (,z) society is competitive and

selective, and evaluations of students will be a concern of society;

(d) the letter-grade system is overt whereas personal evaluations

might be based on private grades which could not be questioned by

the student; (e) the arguments that letter-grades are erratic and

subjective are true, but any other conceivable cading system is

no less subject to those errors, as for example, awarding different

grades to the same work at different times.
?

One particular point made by the Select Committee was that

some faculty were interested in doing away with letter-grading in

those broad survey lecture courses with very large enrollments inas-

much as the grading could only be perfunctory. Others, especially

those in the physical sciences, showed interest in the use of finer

gradations of grading. "There was little support for, and much

opposition to, the idea of comprehensive examinations at this cam-

pus, especially from some professors who had administered them. It

was argued that we should move instead in the direction of intimate,

more personal confrontations between the student and his examiner. 118

The Select Committee made five specific recommendations with

?Ibid.,

8Ibid., p. 97.
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regard to grading and two of them concerned pass-fail grades. In

making their recommendations they noted the "complex and conflic-

ting body of evidence" concerning grading and they stated "that

the results of researchers to date are very far from definitive

enough to justify immediate wholesale reforms of the present sys-

tem."9 Also, the Committee was concerned with the student's obses-

sion with the grade-point average criterion for academic success

and privilege.

and

The recommendations on pass-fail grading were...

(#14) A student in good standing should
be authorized to take one course each term on a Pass-
Not Passed basis. Units thus earned shall be counted
in satisfactior, of degree requirements, but shall be
disregarded in determining the student's grade-point
average. Except with the consent of the student's
major department, courses thus undertaken shall not
satisfy requirements for the major...

(#15) For the next five years, faculty mem-
bers should be auth-,rized, subject to departmental
approval, to offer one course each term on a Pass-
Not Passed basis. Faculty members taking part in
this experiment would be expected to report their
findings to the Committee on Educat!Lonal Policy and
the Board of Educational Development. It is under-
stood that such cot5ses would carry unit credit, but
not grade points.

The Select Committee anticipated these benefits: (a) reduc-

tion or elimination of perfunctory grades in large breadth courses,

(b) encouragement to students to seek challenging courses outside

9lbid., p. 98.

101.bid.
99-100



the major; (c) promotion of interdisciplinary studies at the upper

division 'eve, (d) de-emphasis of present system, and "thus create

an academic milieu with greater freedom, diversity, leisure, and

personally-motivated inquiry;" (e) enlargement of the scope of the

student's intellectual curiosity and reduction of his need to enroll

in non - challenging courses.



INFORMATION SOURCES AND REPORT FORMAT

Three sources of information have been brought together to

explore Berkeley's reaction to the pass/not pass innovation. One

is a survey of faculty conducted in the Spring Quarter 1970, the

second is a survey of undergraduate students in the Winter Quarter

1971, and the third source is the records routinely generated in

the Registrar's Office for the recording of scholastic grades com-

bined with files held by the Office of Institutional Research.

Considerable overlap was built into the two survey instruments, but

they were designed to explore attitudes and perceptions appropriate

to faculty and students as separate groups.

The sections of this report which follow attempt to provide

some light on these questions: (1, how popular is the pass/not

pass grading option in its present form at Berkeley? (2) has the

pass/not pass option reduced tensions and pressures commonly

attributed to standard grading practices? (3) has the option

served to encourage course exploration, create greater freedom for

personal inquiry and enlarge the scope of the student's intellectual

curiosity? (14) what qualit differences are discernable in academic

perf.rmances for pass/ncit pass grading compared to standard letter

grading?, and, finally, (5) what are the current faculty and student

attitudes toward grading, in general, and extensions of pass/not

pass grading, in particular?
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The discussions which follow cannot be properly understood

without some knowledge of the regulations governing the use of the

pass/not pas grading. A partial and condensed version of the

regulations and their changes over time is given here to provide

sufficient background for the reader and to avoid confusing repeti-

tion of the regulations when they are referred to in the text.

Pass/Not Pass Grading Regulations and Rulings--

Partial and Condensed Version

As of Fall, 1966

(a) Undergraduate students in good standing are eligible- -

i.e., cumulative scholastic average of C or better.

(b) One course per quarter permitted.

(c) Prerequisite and required courses for the student's

major cannot be taken for a pass/not pass grade with-

out faculty approval.

(d) Two "Not Pass" grades earned by the student make him

or her permanently ineligible to use the pass/not pass

option.

(e) Units earned for Pass grades count toward completion

of degree, but not grade-point averages.

(f) The Pass grade includes letter grades, A-plus through

D-minus.

As of Fall, 1968--changes only

(g) The Pass grade includes letter grades A-plus through

C-minus.
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As of Fall, 1970
11
--changes only

(h) Instead of one course per quarter, undergraduates could

take up to one-third of their total units for their

degree on a pass/not pass option. 22

(i) Two Not Pass grades earned no longer made a student

permanently ineligible to use the option.

1
iCertain extensions were made for graduate work but they

are not pertinent to these notes.

121hi
s change had the net effect of increasing the potential

number of courses a student could take "pass/not pass," for the unit
value of courses vary and under the old ruling a 3-unit course would
count the same as a .r.-unit course, i.e., one course.
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SECTION I

POPULARITY OF PASS/NOT PASS GRADING

The reputed popularity of a proposed innovation is one

major force which moves it toward adoption. The Select Committee

on Education at Berkeley found through survey that almost 50% of

the students "volunteered the suggestion that more pass-fail grad-

ing be used.
1113

The word "more" referred to the then present aca-

demic policy which went back to a policy set in 1941, and which

limited the use of pass/not pass grading to honor students who were

allowed to take one course per term and generally only from among

upper division courses. Effective with the Fall Quarter 1966, an

extended, but still limited, pass/not pass grading option was made

available to undergraduate students (see pages 17-18).

Subsequent changes in regulations and rulings on pass/not

pass grading may have obscured precise measurement of popularity

over time, but one would think that the latest changes in Fall,

1970, would tend to cause an upswing inasmuch as they liberalized

the option. Evidence given later in this section shows this specu-

lation to be untrue insofar as the total undergraduate population

13
Education at Berkeley, op. cit., p. 75.
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is concerned, but true for students who have a propensity for using

the pass/not pass option in any case. The influence of various

policy changes over the years may 4.ve been readily measurable, but

no specific attempt was made to do so, and speculations of their

influence on the popularity of the pass/not pass grading option

other than the one already made would not add to this study.

FACULTY OPINION

As noted previously, (see pages 12-13) the Select Committee

on Education reported in 1966 that the majority of the faculty

favored retaining the standard letter grading system intact; that

is, the pass/not pass option was unpopular with them. The survey

of faculty conducted in 1970 reveals a change in attitude, for the

majority of the respondents (80%) stated they were either moderately

in favor (52%) or strongly in favor (28%) of the current pass/not

pass system with regard to its structure and intended purpose. The

faculty had a less favorable opinion of the manner in which the

system operated: 63% moderately in favor and only 14% strongly in

favor. The latter question is ambiguous, but it should be intF:r-

preted to mean that while most of the faculty favors the current

system, they are more positive about the purposes of pass/not pass

grading than they are about the conditions under which it is p-ac-

ticed. Although it anticipates the last section of this report in

which faculty attitudes toward extending the pass/not pass option

are explored on several points, an appropriate notation here is

that the majority of faculty respondents did not favor any major

extension of the option.

Faculty perceptions of the popularity of pass/not pass

grading can be assessed indirectly through two questions asked of

thoses faculty respondents who had experienced this option in their

courses. In response to the statement on the questionnaire "The
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number of students taking advantage of the pass/not pass option in

my courses is increasing," a majority, 61%, of the faculty said it

was not true, the remainder, 39%, said it was only partially true,

and none said it was entirely true. When they responded to the

statement that "Among students utilizing the pass/not pass option

in my courses, the proportion of A and B students has been increas-

ing since the program began," a larger proportion, 69%, stated it

was not true, 31% said it was partially true, and none said it was

entirely true. The limitations of the pass/not pass grading regu-

lations preclude leaps in popularity of the option; nevertheless,

the fact that not a single faculty member noted increases in the

number of students who choose this option in all of his courses

cannot be overlooked as a demonstrable indication that pass/not

pass grading popularity had not changed much in a positive direc-

tion. Direct measurements of student enrollments for the pass/not

pass option are presented later in this section.

STUDENT OPINION

Several questions included in the survey of student atti-

tudes and perceptions can be taken as measures of popularity.

Among the undergraduate students who responded to the survey (num-

ber, 1,205), 81% stated they had taken at least one course for a

pass/not pass grade at some time during their attendance at Berkeley.

For some students this may include the entire time from the Fall

Quarter 1966 through the Fall Quarter 1970, and for others only the

1970 term. The majority would have had less than two years to eval-

uate their propensity for pass/not pass grading.

A majority, 66%, of the students stated they had taken two

or more courses for pass/not pass grades (see Table 1). Students

can enroll in two types of courses with regard to pass/not pass

grading. One type is a course offered to all qualified students on
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Table 1

PASS/NOT PASS COURSES TAKEN PER STUDENT

Per Cent Distribution of a Sample of Undergraduate Students

at Berkeley (N = 1,205) by the Total Number of Courses Taken

for Pass/Not Pass Grades During their Attendance at Berkeley

Total Number
of Pass/Not Pass
Courses Taken

Per Cent
of Sample

0 19

1 15

2 13

3 13

4 11

5 or more 29

No Reply 1

Total Number of Students . . . 1,205

tpoes not add to 100% due to rounding.
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a wholly pass/not pass basis, i.e., all students enrolled are graded

in this manner; however, these courses have never been numerous.

The second type, potentially, includes almost all other courses

which are graded by the standard range of letter grades unless the

individual student elects to be graded by the pass/not pass option.

A crude estimate of the average number of years spent on cam-

pus for a cross-section of undergraduates taken in a fall term at

Berkeley has been calculated at about two years. This includes new

students, transfer students from community colleges and other insti-

tutions and students who entered as freshmen and persisted. Since

most undergraduates (about 95%) are eligible to enroll for pass/not

pass grades, the average number of pass/not pass courses per student

could have been over 6, one for each of 5 auarters and more than one

for Fall 1970, but the measured average was only 3.3 courses.

Undergraduate student respondents stated that the popularity

of pass/not pass grading is not affected by the mechanics of the

system; that is, they attached very little importance to reasons

which concerned their possible lack of knowledge about how to sign

up for pass/not pass grading or their understanding of the option

itself. On a scale from 1 to 7, from less important to more impor-

tant, the weighted scores were 1.3 and 1.4, respectively for the

two reasons noted, which places these reasons for not electing to

enroll for pass/not pass grades at the very bottom of the students'

perceptions of what affected their behaviours. In fact, about 85%

of the students rank these reasons with a score of 1, least impor-

tant (see Table 2, Part B).

An important reascn for electing the pass/not pass option

was that the students enjoyed the course more than they would have

under the standard grading system. It had a weighted score of 5.0

with 46% of the respondents giving it high values of importanceo, 6

or 7.
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Table 2

POPULARITY

Per Cent and Weighted Scores of Responses by a Sample of Undergraduate

Students Regarding their Attitudes and Perceptions of the General Values

they Associate vith Pass/Not Pas Grading in Courses Taught at Berkeley

Survey Item
Number of
Responses

(Maximum
1,205)

SCALE

WEIGHTED
SCORE

Less Important Neutral More Important

1

I 2 I 3
4 5 6 7

P E R C E N Tt

(A) How Important are the Following

935

932

921

1,186

'1,186

922

922

917

899

901

918

917

7

30

47

85

86

6

11

15

6

6

6

7

7

2

2

14

9

11

3

2

20

13

6

1

2

22

15

7

1

1

24

13

6

1

1

5.0

3.6

2.6

1.4

1.3

5.3

5.2

5.0

4.7

4.5

4.3

4.1

Reasons for Electing Pass/Not
Pass Grading:

Enjoy course more

Fulfill breadth requirements

Take required courses in major
that are not interesting

(B) How Important are the Following,

Reason: for NOT Electing Pass /Not
Pass Grading:

Do not understand the grading
option

Unsure of how to sign up for
pass/not pass grading

(C) Compared to Graded arses, What

SCALE
Less Than Letter
Graded Courses

"Same
More That Letter
Graded Courses

1 2 3 4 5 I 6 1 7

C E N

2

3

2

3

3

4

4

2

3

1

2

3

3

5

1

4

3

4

4

7

8

20

20

31

46

52

55

58

25

21

26

17

18

15

9

30

26

24

17

'2

11

9

20

22

13

11

8

5

5

was your Actual Ex, eience in
Pass/Not Pass Courses:

Enjoyment of school

Enjoyment of the course

Independence of action

Reduction of superficial
interests

Clarity of personal values
and their importance

Personal relations with other
students

Personal relations with
teachers

'May not add to 100% due to rounding.
tt
Students were instructed in these questions to rate a letter-graded course as, 4,
no difference between types of grading.
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If pass/not pass grades are popular because they help stu-

dents enjoy their courses more, they are not popular to students

simply as a means to fulfill breadth requirements or to take required

major courses that are not interesting to them.
14

The latter reason

for electing pass/not pass grading was ranked at the bottom of the

list of potential reasons with a weighted score of 2.6 a.id with 63%

of the respondents giving it the low score of 1 or 2. The former

reason, to fulfill breadth requirements, had a more varied response

from the students, i.e., they were more divided on its importance

to them. The weighted score was 3.6 but the per cent distribution

showed 41% giving low scores of 1 or 2 and 28% giving high scores

of 6 or 7. This type of split, large numbers at either end of the

1 to 7 scale, or, in some instances, almost a uniform spread across

all values occurs in many of the student responses reported in this

study, and it shows that no single statement can be made with regard

to student needs or perceptions about the value or popularity of the

pass/not pass option except the felicitous reason that they all

enjoy the course more.

This aspect of enjoyment is further reinforced by responses

from the students to questions regarding their experiences in

courses taken for pass/not pass grades compared to courses taken for

standard letter grades. Among the seven responses selected for dis-

cussion in this section of the report, enjoyment of school and of

the course itself were rated highest by the student, that is, the

students perceived their election of the pass/not pass grading

option as promoting greater enjoyment for themselves in these

courses, and in their being in school, than in courses taken for a

standard letter grade. Students, also, thought that pass/not pass

14
Breadth courses refer to courses outside of the student's

area of study for his major; e.g., an art course for a mathematics
student major.



grading gave one a feeling of greater independence of action compared

to standard grading.

As one moves from very general areas of satisfaction to more

specific values, one notes that students found less benefit from pass/

not pass grading compared to standard grading. The undergraduates

did think that, to some extent, taking a pass/not pass grade reduced

the need to be concerned about superficial course material, but they

showed little positive attitude to the possibility that pass/not

pass grading could improve their personal values or the interpersonal

relations with either students or professors. In fact, among the

roughly 900 students (about three-fourths of the sample) who responded

to the latter type of specific questions, half or more had checked,

on a scale of 1 to 7, number 4, which was intended, by instruction,

to represent no dffference between a pass/not pass graded course and

a standard letter-graded course (see Table 2, Part C).

FACTS

in perception and attitude, undergraduate students favor the

pass/not pass grading option; but an examination of some empirical

information obtained from official records of scholastic grade

awarded by the departments of instruction should add perspective to

student opinion by observing their behavior.

A gross observation of student enrollments in courses of

instr.:ction at Berkeley since the innovation was introduced, in 1966,

shows a significant increase in use of pass/not pass grading the

seccr.d year followed by a declining trend in lower division courses

anc a relatively steady trend in upper division courses (see Table

3). In general, about 10% of all grades are earned as pass/not pass

grades and this represents, based on crude relationships between the

average number of courses taken by undergraduates and the potential
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Table 3

PER CENT OF PASS/NOT PASS GRADES

Pass and Not Pass Grades Awarded by Berkeley Departments of Instruction

as a Per Cent of All Grades Awarded -- Fall Quarters 1966 through 19711-

Fall Quarter

Lower Division Courses Upper Division Courses

Pass Grades INot Pass Grades Pass Grades Not pass Grades

i

P ER CENT_
1966 9.5 0.4 7.2 0.3

1967 14.1 1.0 9.1 0.7

1968 11.8 1.2 9.3 0.7

1969 11.4 1.1 8.3 0.6

1970

1971

10.9

9.6

1.0

1.1

9.3
tfi

l0.1; tt

0.7

0.6

Excludes pass/not pass grades in physical education activity courses
which are very numerous and in which most students elect the pass/not
pass option. These activity courses do not affect the student's
eligibility for electing pass/not pass grading in other courses. It

does not exclude independent study course enrollments which, also, do
not affect the student's eligibility. Material developed later in
this section excludes both physical education activity courses and
independent study courses.

t ±Graduate students, who account for roughly 13% of upper division
course enrollments, became eligible for using the pass/not piss option
in the Fall Quarter 1970. They have been subtracted, by estimate,
from the total official count of pass grades to give comparable infor-
mation for the undergraduate students.
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eligibility they have for the option, about a 40% usage of the

maximum possible.

Perhaps the easiest explanation of the actual compared to

the potential use of the option is that the students find it a help-

ful tool for getting on in their academic work but they recognize

its limitations not only from the viewpoint of their own personal

needs with respect to future graduate work or employment but, also,

from the viewpoint that the system is a partial one surrounded by a

universe of standard grades and judges who think in standard grade

termino'ogy.

Additional information available for four of the six years

since the introduction of pass/not pass grading shows that from 36%

to 42% of the undergraduate students who are eligible make use of

the option. These percentage figures are obtained by counting all

th.students who enrolled for one or more courses on a pass/not

pass basis in a gi :en term and dividing by all eligible students in

the same term (see Table 4). Put into other terms, th's means that

about six out of every ten undergraduates, for one reason or another,

do nct elect any course for pass/not pass grading each term

they are eligible to do so. In Section IV cf this study some

figures will reveal that many students with below average scholas-

tic standing use the pass/not pass option. Whether cr not these

students were eligible to enroll for the option at the time they

did enroll cannot be determi.ned by the information available for

this study. This fact is acted here simply to point out that the

per cent estimates given in Table 4 would change by 1%, or less,

if these students were taken from the counts in the table.

Since there are no criteria extant for judging the popuarity

of pass/not pass grading at one institution compared to another,

one kind of assessment can be made by examining some of the details
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Table 4

UNDERGRADUATES YNROLLED FOR PASS/NOT PASS GRADES
ff

Number and Per C ' of Undergraduate Students Who Enrollea

for One or More Pt-s/Not Pass Grtdcz Courses Offered at

Berkeley in the Fall Quarters of 1966, 1968, 1970 and 197.1.

Fall
Quarter

Total Number
of

Undergraduate
Students

Estimate of
Eligible
Number of
Students

Number
Enrolled for
Pass/Not Pass

Grades

1966 16,862 15,1.65 5,590

1968 17,539 16,662

197(' 17,995 17,095 6,390

1971
/2

15,828 15,037 5,496

Estimated
Per Cent of
Eligible
Students
Enrolled in

Pass/Not P.ss
Grades

36

42

37

36

t
One course permittei in 1966 and 1968 and more than one
permitted in 1973 and 1971.
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about those students who use the option to discover if there are

differences in pass/not pass grading preference among various groups

within the undergraduate ..lation at Berkeley. The most consis-

tent important difference is found when undergraduates are grouped

by thei- matriculation status at the opening of the fall quarter of

instruction. Students who are new to the Berkeley campus are much

less inclined (26% compared to average of 37%) to ea.ect a course

for a pass/not pass grade than are students who either are return-

ing to Berkeley after an absence of one or more terms or are con-

tinuing their attendance from the previous regular term (see Table 5).

Before proceeding further, the reader should know one impor-

tant technicality concerning the basic data used in all the empiri-

cal comparisons which follow in this section and appear in later

sections. This technicality refers to the types rf course enroll-

ments which were excluded from the various.analyses of actual use

of the pass/not pass option. First, all graduate student enroll-

ments were excluded; second, all enrollments in physical education

activity courses, such as tennis or swimming, were excluded, inas-

much as an enrollment in these courses did not affect the student's

eligibility to take a 'regular' course on a pass/not pass basis;

and, third, all independent study course enrollments were excluded

sine undergraduates have to take these courses on a pass/not pass

basis and doing so does not affect their eligibility to enroll in

'regular' courses.

As one can see in Table 5, the per cent of new students ',rho

enroll for the pass/not pass option is sistently below that for

continuing or returning students for t.2 three fall terms shown and

the per cent of returning students is consistently below the per

cent for continuing students. The smaller proportions of new and

returning students who use the option may be due, in small part, to

the very slightly lighter course load these students carry compared
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Table 5

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

Per Cent of All Undergraduate Students Enrolled in One

or More Courses for a Pass/Not Pass Grade at Berkeley

in the Fall Quarters of 1968, 1970 and 1971'

Selected
Charactelistics

PER CENT

Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971
Three Term
Average

Matriculation Status:

New 26 26 25 26

Returning 34 35 30 33

Continuing 45 39 39 41

Class Standing:

Freshman 26 29 26 27

Sophomore 47 40 38 42

Junior 43 36 36 38

Senior 42 37 38 39

Men and Women:

Men 35 34 32 34

Women 46 38 38 41

TOTAL, Undergraduates 40% 35% 35% 37%
. _

Number of Students 17,539 17,995 15,828 1,121

tSee Appendix A for details.
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to continuing students, 3.22 and 3.19 courses per quarter compared

to 3.36 courses, respectively (see Table 6). The effect here would

be to reduce the opportunities for many of the new and returning

students to use the option. More importantly, however, evidence

noted later in Section V of this report indicates that according

to some students, when they first entered the university, they were

fearful of the unstructured nature of the pass/not pass grading

program and the possible effect the use of the option might have

on their scholastic record. This uncertainty does not last long

for, as one can see in Table 5, sophomores have used pass/not pass

grading at a higher rate than students at other class levels. In

general, however, class level has little effect on student behavior

witn regard to use of the option, since the large per cent differ-

ence shown in Table 5 only reflects the fact that most students

classified as freshmen in the fall term are new to the campus and,

thus as with new students, freshmen take about 10% fewer courses

for a pass/not pass grade, 27% compared to 37% overall, respectively.

The average higher use of the option by sophomores previous-

ly noted is at 'led also, by a marginally higher average course load.

This relationship appears to be negated when an examination of Tables

5 and 6 are made for data concerning men and women. Although 41%

of the women (three-term average) use the pass/not pass option com-

pared to 34% of the men, the former group consistently carry a

smaller course load per term, average 3.27 compared to 3.35 for the

men. The existence of a r,dationship between the amount of course

work a student carries and his or her propensity to use the pass/not

pass grading option is clilarly and directly exhibited later under

an examination of the qualAy of the student's performance in Sec-

tion IV. The empirical information given there cannot be used to

determine whether the popularity of the pass/not pass option with

some students influences them to carry more course work or whether

students who find it necessary or desirable to carry a higher than
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Table 6

AVERAGE COURSE LOAD

Average Number of Courses Taken Per Quarter

Term by All Undergraduate Students at Berkeley in

the Fall Quarters of 1968, 1970 and 1971

Selected
Characteristics

AVERAGE COURSE LOAD
Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971

Three Term
Average

Matriculation Status:

New 3.23 3.20 3.24 3.22

Returning 3.14 3.20 3.24 3.19

Continuing 34 3.34 3.41 3.36

Class Standing

Freshman 3.22 3.20 3.24 3.22

Sophomore 3.34 3.36 3.40 3.37

Junior 3.33 . 3.35 3.37 3.35

Senior 3.33 3.29 3.39 3.34

Men and Women:

Men 3.35 3.32 3.39 3.35

Women 3.25 3.26 3.30 3.27

_-
TOTAL, Undergraduates 3.31 3.30 3.35 3.32

Number of Students 17,539 17,995 15,828 17,121
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average course load are delighted to use the pass/not pass option

whenever they can, in order to make their burden less onerous.

While the evidence from Tables 4 and 5 shows that the pro-

portion of undergraduate students who use pass/not pass grading has

not grown over the years, other evidence shows that with the change

in rules in 1970 (see page 18), students who do make use of the

option used it more per quarter; that is, once students were allowed

to take more than one course per quarter on a pass/not pass basis,

the average number of such courses has grown (see Chart A). This

division among the undergraduates concerning their preference for

using or not using the option appears throughout this report. There

is considerable evidence that, for a variety of reasons, some stu-

dents are very pleased to have use of the option and others either

dislike it or feel they cannot use it without harming their future

academic plans.

One measure of interest which has been estimated, but has

not been examined directly, so far, is the proportion of total

course enrollments which are graded on pass/not pass basis. Although

this ratio could be determined from the information already given,

a direct measurement is available and will help place in perspective

tne actual magnitude of the impact of pass/not pass grading on the

scholastic system used at Berkeley. In Table 7, the total course

enrollments generated by undergraduate students are shown together

with the per cent of those enrollments which are graded pass/not

pass. Out of every 100 grades given by the faculty, 12 are pass/

not pass grades. The range, in the Fall Quarter 1971, by class

standing, is from about 9 out of every 100 grades for freshmen to

14 out of every 100 grades for seniors.

Not shown in Table 7, but given in Appendix B, is further

proof that the newness of the student, and not his class standing,
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CHART A

Shows Increased Number of Courses Taken for a Pass/Not Pass Grade

Per Quarter Following the Change in Rules to Allow for More than

One (1.00) Course Per Quarter in the Fall Quarter 1970 at Berkeley

1.25

1.20

1.15

1.10

1.05

1.00

1968

kir "
Seniors

...

Sophomores

41,;_--Juniors

- Freshmen

(1969)t 1970

Fall Terms

1971

t
No data, but would have been 1.00 by regulation.
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Table 7

CLASS STANDING

Per Cent of Course Enrollments Which are Graded Pass/Not

Pass by Class Standing for All Undergraduates at Berkeley

in the Fall Quarters of 1968, 1970 and 1971.

Class Standing

PER CENTt
COURSE ENROLLMENTS Pass/Not Pass

Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971

Freshman 8 10 9

Sophomore 14 13 13

Junior 13 12 12

Senior 13 12 14

TOTAL 12 11 12

Number of Course
Enrollments

58,016 59,314 53,062

Ratio of per cent of course enrollments which were pass/
not pass taken by new students compared to continuing
students."

Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971

Freshman .5 .7 .7

Sophomore .8 .8 .8
Junior .7 .7 .7

Senior .5 .6 .6

twee Appendix A for details.

"See Appendix B for details.
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has a marked effect on reducing his propensity to enroll for a pass/

not pass grade. The ratios of the per cent figures given in Appendix

B of pass/not pass enrollments by new students compared to those for

continuing students are subtended to Table 7. They show that the

rate of use of the option by new students is half to four-fifths

that of continuing students, with new seniors haying the least use

and new sophomores the most.

Two final examinations of the popularity of the option are

given to provide information about differences among various sub-

ject fields of study at Berkeley. As has been shown already, the

per cent of undergraduate students who elect to use the pass/not pass

grading system has declined from 42% to 36%, from 1968 to 1971.

Among the undergraduate majors in the several schools and colleges

of the university, there have been some changes in pass/not pass

use upward, notably among students in the Schools of Optometry and

Forestry. In general, of course, the trends are downward over the

three terms considered here. Table 8 gives the per cent figures

for each fall term and a three-term average. The column of averages

shows the higher use of the option by students in the College of

Letters and Science, 38% compared to a campus average of 32%, exclud-

ing Letters and Science. If the latest fall Quarter (1971) is

considered, then Optometry students are the high users (46%), followed

by Letters and Science (36%). The low users are students who major

in chemistry, environmental design, criminology and forestry, all

between 26% and 20%.

In Table 9, a different treatment of the data shows the per

cent figures for the number of pass/not pass course enrollments in

the departments of instruction of the schools and colleges. In this

table the professional schools have been combined. The picture

here is distinctly different from Table 8. There are several inter-

esting facts: (a) in the lower and upper division course enrollments
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Table 8

STUDENTS BY COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

Per Cent of Undergraduate Students by najor Area Who were

is One or More Courses for a Pass/Not Pass Grade at

Berkeley During the Fall Quarters 1968, 1970 and 1971

Major Area of Student

PER CENT

Fall Quarters Three Term
Average

1968 1970 1971

COLLEGES--Freshmen through Seniors

Agricultural Sciences 26 31 31 30

Chemistry 29 28 24 27

Engineering 37 37 31 35

Environmental Design 33 28 24 28

Letters & Science (see below also) 42 36 36 38

Ethnic Studies - loott 36 -

SCHOOLS--Juniors and Seniors

36 36 32 35business AdLinistration

Criminology 29 38 26 31

Forestry 7 12 20 13

Optometry 20 31 -46 32
a

College of Letters & Science: Details

Juniors and Seniors

Biological Sciences 34 30 33 32

Humanities 47 36 40 41

Physical Sciences 46_ 40 38 41

Social Sciences 47 39 40 42

Freshmen and Sophomores 38 35 33 35

TOTAL, Undergraduates 40 35 35 37

tSee Appendix C for details.

ttOne student.
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Table 9

COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY LEVEL

Per Cent of Course Enrollments Which are Pass/Not Pass by Department

at Berke2ey During the Fall Quarters 1968, 1970 and 971 1

Departments of
Instruction

,

PER CENT
LOWEF DIVISTON

Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971
Three-Term
Average

Agricultural Sciences 40 13 39 30
Chemistry 3 2 2 2

Engineering 2 3 2 2
Environmental Design 6 4 1 4

Ethnic Studies - 28 26 27
Professional Schools 11 10 11 11

Letters & Science (14) (14) (13) (14)
Biological Sciences 22 21 16 20
Humanities 9 14 16 13
Physical Sciences 16 9 8 11
Social Sciences 23 16 13 18

Other 41 12 9 21

TOTAL 14 13 11 13

UPPER DIVISION
Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971

Three-Term
Average

Agricultural Sciences 1 6 7 5
Chemistry tt 1 2 1

Engineering 4 4 3 3

Environmental Design 4 6 6 5
Ethnic Studies - 9 9 9
Professional Schools 8 19 23 17

Letters & Science (12) (11) (12) (12)
Biological Sciences 3 6 6 5
Humanities 12 12 17 13
Physical Sciences ii 7 6 6
Social Sciences .4 11 12 12

Other 38 10 12 20
.

TOTAL 11 11 12 11

tSee Appendix D for details.

ttLess than .6.
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almost the same per cent of pass/not pass grades have been given

over the years, 13% to 11%, respectively, but the top of the range

of the figures is much higher at the lower division level, from 2%

to 30% for lower division compared to 1% to 20% for upper division;

(b) while engineering students use the option as frequently as most

students, as shown in Table 8, they obviously do not use it much in

engineering courses, and neither does anyone else; (c) the same can

be said for chemistry courses except that chemistry students are

below average in using the option; (d) in lower division courses,

use of the option had declined considerably in the sciences, but

increased in the humanities; (e) use of the option at the upper

division level has been more stable than at the lower division for

the three years considered, with the exception of a very significant

increase among upper division courses in the professional schools,

from 8% in 1968, to 23% in 1971.

SUMMARY

Prior to the initiation of a partial pass/not pass grading

system at Berkeley in-1966, the Select Committee on Education found

the proposed innovation to be unpopular with the faculty but popular

kith the students. Since 1966, the faculty has modified their posi-

tion in favor of the probable value of a partial pass/not pass sys-

tem, but they are r:t particularly pleased with the manner in which

the system operates. The undergraduate students continue to regard

the pass/not pass option with favor. Their greatest satisfaction

with the option is that it allows them to enjoy their course work

more than f.n regular letter-graded courses and that the heightened

pleasure is transferred, in part, to their entire university experi-

ence. The majority of the students stated that they were not attrac-

ted to u.,e the option in fulfilling breadth requirements or in tak-

ing required courses that were not interesting to them.
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Factual, rather than attitudinal, measurements of the popu-

larity of the usage of the pass/not pass option among all under-

graduates reveal a limited, but more or less sustained, interest.

The proportion of eligible individual undergraduates who use the

option rose from 36% to over 40% and then declined to 36% again.

The option is used more by continuing and returning students than

those who are new to campus, by women more than men, and by stu-

dents in the College of Letters and Science more than by students

in other colleges or in the professional schools.

The empirical data show that the total impact of the innova-

tion on the regular grading system has a magnitude of about 12 pass/

not pass grades among 100 grades awarded by the faculty each term.

This small ratio results from (a) the natural limits imposed coy the

rules and regulations governing pass/not pass grading, (b) the fact

that only slightly more than one out of three eligible students use

the option each term and (c) the fact that the main use of the

option lies with certain types of students who have a much higher

propensity for its use than other students. but, while the stu-

dents who enjoy using the option have not increased their numbers,

they have increased their use of the option per term since the ^4-nge

in regulations in 1970, which allowed a student to enri in more

than one course per quarter. No matter what standard one uses 12%

of any system is important. The question is whether the pass/not

pass option is too small to be considered a real innovation in

grading, whether, despite its limited influence, too important

to be disregarded.
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SECTION II

STUDENT TENSIONS AND PRESSURES

The role of the student from primary grades through gradu-

ate work at colleges and universities has many constancles of which

one is the periodic requirement to exhibit through reports or exam-

inations the quality of his knowledge gained through the educational

experience. Putting aside, for this study, discussions of whether

such tests are valid indicators of learning experiences, few persons

would argue that most students have felt tensions and pressures

associated with academic performance. These are vague terms, per-

haps, but their use is common and their meaning is clear.

FACULTY OPINION

The faculty respondents (244) to the survey of Spring 1970,

thought that the pass/not pass grading option was moderately effec-

tive in reducing strong competition among students. Almost half

(45%) of the faculty gave this opinion with the remainder about

equally divided between those who thought the option was very effec-

tive in reducing strong competition (29%) and those who thought it

was moderately ineffective (20%) or entirely ineffective (55).

The faculty responded quite differently to another survey

statement question: "The fear of a poor grade has been suggested



as one reason why students may cheat on course examinations. How

effective do you think the pass/not pass system has been in red:Ic-

ing grace pressure, and thereby reducing any -!heating among stu-.

de-ts enrolled in a course for a pass/not pass grade.' Cut of the

244 faculty respondents, 189 gave their views of the effect that

pass/not pass grading has on examination cheating, and this number

was about equally divided bci.ween those who thought the option

effective in reducing cheating and those who did not.

There was far less disagreement that pass/not pass grading

allowed a student to carry a full course load while reducing the

amount of workload pressure from courses. Over 80% of the faculty

respondents agreed that in this instance the option was either mod-

erately effective (52%) or very effective (29%). An almost identi-

cal response distribution was given by the faculty to the survey

item which stated that "as pressure increases in a student's letter-

graded courses, the student will disregard his work in pass/not

pass courses."

One section of the faculty survey was directed to tb^se

faculty who stated that they knew specifically who the pass/aot

pass students were in their classrooms. On the problem of tensions

in the classroom the survey asked these faculty, "How does the pass/

not pass students' general tension level in class and on examina-

tions compere with that of the letter-graded students?" Only about

half of the faculty answered this ouestion, and among the group

who responded, 61% thought the students were as relaxed under one

grading system as the other, dnd 37% said the students were more

relaxed under the pass/not pass system.



STUDENT OPINION

The undergraduate students also Perceived themselves to be

more rclaxed when taking a course for a pass/not pass grade than

for a standard letter grade. On a scale from 1 to 7, from "less

than letter-graded course" to "more than letter-graded course," the

weighted response of -"he students was 2.3, a figure which represents

a strong indication from the students that the majority thought that

the tensions and pressures were far less with pass/not pass grading.

An almost eaual statement was made with regard to competition with

other students, weighted score 2.4. The student respondents did

not think that either the tension from course evaluation, the gen-

eral level of personal anxiety, or the amount of cheating were as

different in pass/not pass grading compared to standard grading as

the two previously noted types of academic pressures, but, still,

they did rank these latter three academic pressures as being less

prominent in pass/not pass grading compared to standard grading

(see Table 10).

In what appears to be an inconsistency, the undergraduate

respondents gave essentially no importance to electing the pass/not

pass option in o.der to reduce competition with other students. On

a scale from 1 to 7, from less important to more important, the

weighted response was 4.0, i.e., no difference. An essential point

here is that the students did spread their responses fairly uniformly

across all 7 points on the scale of importance, which must mean that

there are significant proportions of the undergraduate students who

are concerned with tudent competition and similar proportions who

do not focus on this problem. If this assumption is correct, there

may be no inconsistency in the fact that a large proportion of the

same students said pass/not pass grading helped to reduce competition

with other students. It may, however, reflect their perception of

how other students react rather than reflecting any personal need

of their own to avoid competition.
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Table 10

TEN3:ONS AND PRESSURES

Number anu 6eightea -cores or Responses by a Sarbple of Undergraduate

Students Regarding their Att.tude ana Perceptions of Tesiens and

Pressures Associated wit:. Pass/:,ct Pass Grading in Courses Taught at Berkeley

Survey Item

Number of
Responses

(Maximum
1,205)

SCALE

WEIGHTED
SCORE

Less Important Neutral More Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

PER CENT
(A) How important are the Following

931

935

9J5

934

1,190

1,188

873

918

921

917

918

6

7

10

19

36

45

5

5

5

11

19

20

4

5

7

9

11

11

11

10

13

14

14

12

20

24

21

17

11

7

28

28

24

17

6

3

25

21

19

12

2

2

5.2

5.1

4.8

4.0

2.T

2.3

3.0

2.9

2.8

2.4

2.3

Reasons for Electing Pass/Not
Pass Grading:

Reduce tension from course
evaluation

Reduce pressure if course is
difficult or time consuming

Reduce tension and classroom
pressure

Reduce competition with
ether students

(B) How Important are the Following
Reasons for NOT Electing Fass/Not
Pass Grading:

Need grades for motivation

Enjoy the competition of
getting grades

(C) Compared to Graded Courses, What

SCALE
Less Than Letter
Graded Courses

Samet
More Than Letter
Graded Courses

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 7

PER CENT

26

1 9

24

30

30

10

28

31

30

33

6

21

16

19

19

54

21

11

17

12

2

4

5

2

2

1

4

5

1

1

ti

3

6

1

2

was your Actual Experience in
Pass/Not Pass Courses:

Amount of cheating

Level of personal anxiety
in general

Tension from course
evaluation

Competition with other
students

Tension and classroom pressure

tStudents were instructed on these items to assume that standard graded courses
had a rating of 4.

t-Less than 0.6%
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The students were positive in their responses to three other

reasons for electing pass/not pass grading: reduced tension from

course evaluation, reduced pressure if the course is difficult or

time consuming, and reduced tension and classroom pressure (weighted

scores 5.2, 5.1 and 4.8, respectively). Since there were no com-

pletely one-sided responses from the students to any of the survey

items which explored the reasons why they used the pass/not pass

option, a weighted score of 5.2 represents a relatively high rating

of the utility that pass/not pass grading has on reducing tension

caused by instructor evaluation of each student's academic perfor-

mance.

When asked how they rated the importance of needing standard

grades for motivation or the importance of enjoyment derived from

the competition of receiving above average grades, the student respon-

dents to the survey gave low ratings to these reasons for not elec-

ting the pens /not pass option. Tht facts of this study show that

most undergraduates use the pass/not pass option discriminately,

but their .sponse to the latter two reasons clearly indicates that

self-imp(s!d tension or pressure motivations are not responsible

for their p-Isuit of standard letter grades.

SUMMARY

Both faculty and students perceive reduced tensions and

pressures among students who are enrolled in a course for a pass/

not pass grade compared to students who are enrolled for a standard

letter grade. Their perceptions, however, were not always equiva-

lent; for while the faculty thought that reduced pressures some-

times lead to reduced performance, the students did not view reduc-

tions of course pressures in a negative light. In the sections

which follow on exploration and quality, the reader will see that
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the majority of the students regard the reduction in course effort

as beneficial not simply to avoid work but rather to give them some

freedon for exploration while still maintaining a full program of

university work.



SECTION III

EXPLORATION

More than any other positive value attributed to the poten-

tial effects of the introduction of a partial pass/not pass grading

system at Berkeley, was the anticipated gain in freedom of time and

mind to explore unfamiliar courses, pursue novel subjects and tasks,

and choose courses for intellectual pleasure instead of curricular

requirements.

FACULTY OPINION

The very first question on the faculty survey asked: "How

effective do you think Berkeley's pass/not pass system has been in

achieving one of its primary goals of providing an opportunity for

students tc explore subject areas with which they are unfamiliar?"

Almost all (233 out of 244) of the faculty respondents replied to

this question and most of them, 76%, thought the new grading system

had the desired effect; however, they were not enthusiastic in their

response, for 60% of the number said it was only moderately effec-

tive. The faculty was more enthusiastic about the use of the option

by the students to choose a course for enjoyment and intellectual

pleasure. Almost twice the percentage, 29%, compared to the previous

survey item, strongly agreed that students used the pass/not pass

option on this basis; and over half, 56%, moderately agreed.
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Two more specialized questions were asked of the faculty

respondents on the issue of exploration. A majority, 60%, of the

respondents said that the pass/not pass option wG, moderately effec-

tive in allowing students to seek challenging courses for breadth

requirements without fear of receiving a poor grade. Those who

thought the option very effective (13%) in this objective were more

than balanced by those who thought it ineffective, or moderately

ineffective (9% and 18%, respectively). A longer range effect of

the pass/not pass option which considered the possiblity that the

opportunity to explore unfamiliar subjects would cause a student to

change his major field of study was rejected by a majority of the

faculty, 66%; most of the remainder, 30%, thought the option had a

moderate effect for this type of student reaction.

In the faculty survey section which asked for responses

from those who had taught courses which included students enrolled

for a pass/not pass grade, a majority, 58%, of the number who

responded (169) said it was partially true that students took their

courses for pass/not pass grades to fulfill breadth requirements and

9% said it was entirely true; 32%, said it was not true.

'STUDENT OPINION

There were over a dozen questions on the student survey

which related to their perceived value of pass/not pass grading

on academic exploration. The responses of 1,1,e unuergraauates

surveyed are shown in Table 11, and there is no indication of high

positive attitudes; nevertheless, the weighted values, with one

exception, all lie on the positive side of the 7 point response

scale used in the student questionnaire.
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Table 11

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF EXPLORATION

Per Cent and Weighted Scores of Undergraduate Student Attitude and Perceptions of
the Use of Pass/Not Pass Grading as a Stimulus for Academic Exploration at Berkeley.

Survey Item

Number of
Responses
(Maximum
1,205)

SCALE

WEIGTEnD
SCORE

Less Important eutral More Important

1 2 3 4 5 I 6 7

PERCENT
(A) How Important are the Following.

Reasons for Electing Pass/Not
Pass Grading:

Take courses in new or
unfamiliar subject 938 9 7 7 8 17 30 21 4.9

Provide freedom to explore
own interests 937 10 9 9 16 19 21 16 4.5

Allow time to pursue
activities outside of school 937 16 13 13 15 18 15 10 3.9

Allow time for intellectual
interests outside of course
work 937 14 12 14 19 19 13 9 3.9

(B) How Important are the Following
Reasons for NOT Electing Pass/
Not Pass Grading:

Unable to elect pass/not pass
as courses have been in my
major area 1,179 18 8 5 11 14 16 27 4.5

SCALE
Less Than Letter More Than Letter
Graded Courses Samet

Graded Courses

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(c) Compared to Graded Courses What

PERCENT
was your Actual Experience in
Pass/Not Pass Courses:

Time allowed for activities
outside of course 925 1 3 5 23 28 26 13 5.0

Breadth of interests outside
of major 911 2 2 4 34 24 23 13 4.9

Freedom to explore own

interests within course 919 3 6 6 31 23 19 11 4.7

Pursuit of new ideas 921 3 5 7 35 22 18 10 4.6

Excitement about learning 925 2 3 7 41 19 18 10 4.6

Awareness of problems of
society 907 3 5 4 52 16 12 8 4.4

Inclination to explore
subjects in depth 925 11 5 13 39 18 13 7 4.3

Breadth of interests inside
major 901 5 5 7 55 13 9 6 4.2

Opportunity to explore
subjects in depth 922 11 9 13 41 18 10 4 4.1

'Students were instructed on these items to rate a lettergraded course as 4, no
difference between types of grading.



The most positive response (5.0 weighted score) of the stu-

dents was their indication that, compared to a course taken for a

standard letter grade, a course taken for a pass/not pass grade

allowed more time for activities outside of the course. The stu-

dents who responded to the set of questions shown in Table 11, Part

C (about 925 out of the sample size of 1,205) were consistent in

their positive attitudes, although the level of their responses to

several questions which dealt with increased freedom to explore

outside of the course or outside of their major field was of low

intensity. With weighted scores of 4.5 to 4.9, values just above

the neutral zone, the students stated that pass/not pass grading

(a) increased the extent of the student's interest outside of their

own majors, (b) allowed them to take courses in new or unfamiliar

subjects, (c) increased their freedom to explore their own inter-

ests, (d) encouraged them to pursue new ideas and allowed them to

experience a higher level of excitement about learning, Per se. In

effect, then, the majority of the students stated the in their

opinion pass/not pass grading had met one of the objectives of the

Select Committee on Education; namely, that the new grading system

would "create an academic milieu with greater freedom, diversity,

leisure, and personally-motivated inquiry.
'115

This new found freedom apparently does not apply to the

pursuit of activities outside of the university nor to intellectual

interests outside of course work, for the students were collectively

neutral to these reasons for electing to take a course for a pass/

not pass grade (weighted score of each, 3.9). The students were

only marginally positive (weighted scores 4.1 to 4.4) about the

value that the option had on increasing their awareness of problems

of society, extending their inclination or enhancing their opportunity

15
Education at Berkeley, Op. Cit., pg. 99
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to explore subjects in depth, and broadening their interests inside

of their major fields.

One reason that some of the students do not use pass/not

pass grading is that the opportunity is not always there, most

obviously when all the courses they must take during a particular

academic term are in their major area. This limitation is not a

very important factor (weighted score 4.5), but it does represent

some reduction in the student's opportunities each term for the

types of exploration to which they have given positive value.

FACTS

Gathering precise data with regard to the undergraduate

student's actual use of the pass/not pass grading option for explor-

atory purposes is virtually impossible, short of direct examination

of each individual's academic program and personal interview con-

cerning his or her perception as to which courses were exploratory.

Nevertheless, an objective examinatic- If student beha-rior can be

made which, while it falls short of any conclusive evidence as to

student course exploration through the stimulus of pass/not pass

grading, does present a broad overview of the probable impact which

the new grading option has had on such exploration.

To make this overview, data were assembled using files for

all undergraduate students at Berkeley and all courses taught at

Berkeley (except physical education activity courses and independent

study courses for the fall quarters 1968, 1970 and 1971). The stu-

dents and courses were grouped into eleven subject areas. Three

different sets of data were examined: (a) pass/not pass course

enrollments generated by undergraduate students [P/NP students],

(b) all course enrollments generated by these same P/NP students

and (c) all course enrollments generated by students who were not
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enrolled for any pass/not pass grade [non-P/NP students].

Two types of facts are readily available from the sets of

data ,oted above. The first gives a simple distribution of the

course subject areas where the option was used; the secc ... compares

the pattern of course enrollments of P/NP students and . on-P/NP

students. The first is of limited interest for this repor for,

while it displays the extent and intensity of the use of the option

by student groups arranged by field of study, it tells nothing

about exploration. The question which must be asked is whether

those same students would have generated these same enrollments if

a pass/not pass grading system had not been in operation. The

second set of data provides a broad examination of the degree of

difference between the pattern of course enrollments for P/NP stu-

dents and non-P/NP students for each subject area. This examiness

tion attempts to discover whether there exists a consistent and

sufficient difference which would permit one to say that the new

grading innovation has evoked and promoted a desire fcr course

exploration over and above that ordinarily found among the under-

graduate students at Berkeley.

The simple distribution of pass/not pass usage by student

groups is shown in Table 12 (see Appendix E for details). Students

in the professional colleges and schools use their pass/not pass

option most often in courses offered by the College of Letters and

Science, 65% to 89%. The divisions cf.humanities and social sci-

ences in the College of Letters and Science account fcr the majority

of this usage. The proportion of courses taken for a pass/not pass

grade by students within their own professional college or school

varies widely fro:n a low of 2% in chemistry to a high of 33% in the

professional schools.

Students in the College of Letters and Science average 17%

of their pass/not pass courses outside of their college, with the
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Table 12

SUBJECT AREA USE OF PASS/NOT PASS

Per Cent of Pass/Not Pass Course Enrollments by Students Arranged by Subject

Areas at Berkeley for a Three-Term Average (Fall Quarters 1968, 1970, 1971).

(Total Student Population Beset)

Subject. Area

(of Stu ents

Subject Matter of Courses

Professional Colleges& Schools College of Letters & Science

Agric.

13.7

.9

.1

.5

5

-

2.0

2.6

1.7

1.5

1.6

2.3

2.0

Chem.lEngr.

4.0

1.6

.3

-

1.9

.2

.5

.5

1.2

.9

I

1.1

1.0

12.9

6.2

.1

.3

.

.i

1.8

.3

.3

1.4

Envir.Prof.
Design

.6

1.3

1.2

14.8

.2

-

.9

.8

1.5

.2

1.2

.6

1.3

Schs.

10.5

1.9

3.4

9.2

32.8

-

11.0

7.2

10.1

8.5

16.0

9.0

11.4

Ethnicl

Stud.

2.0

4.3

3.7

1.7

1.0

28.5

2.2

2.3

.9

1.7

1.0

3.2

2.2

Total
L&S

68.1

88.9

73.4

67.2

65.2

71.5

82.7

84.9

85.5

85.8

79.3

83.4

80.8

Bio.

Sci.

13.2

3.4

1.7

3.8

6.3

-

6.2

15.7

4.5

4.3

4.0

7.0

5.9

Hum.

13.:

47.3

16.0

22.6

17.3

50.0

31.3

24.6

42.5

31.2

28.9

30.3

29.1

Phsc

Sci.

9.2

6.5

8.1

10.1

8.1

10.9

6.1

7.2

17.7

9.9

12.5

10.5

Soc.

Sci.

30.(,

30.7

51.8

27.2

32.0

21.5

31.1

36.2

28.6

31.1

34.3

29.4

32.3

Misc.

1.9

.9

3.6

1.:',

3.2

2.4

2.7

1.4

2.2

4.2

3.n

Agricultural
Sciences

Chemistry

Engineering

Environmental
Design

Professional
Schools

Ethnic Studiestt

Letters & Science,
Total

Upper Division
Students

Biological

Science;

Humanities

Physical
Sciences

Social Sciences

Lower Division
Students

TOTAL, Campus

tSee Appendix E for details.

ttThree-term averages shown for Ethnic Studies are based on only two years
of the new program.
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bulk being taken in courses offered by the professional schools.

Within the College of Letters and Science, as within the professional

colleges and schools, the same subject areas, humanities and social

sciences, account for most of the pass/not pass enrollment taken by

Letters and Science students as well as students in these two

fields, themselves. The per cent of pass/not pass courses taken

within their own subject area by students in Letters and Science

ranges from 16% for biological sciences to 42% for humanities.

Table 13 gives a quick comparison of the major differences

between P/NP students and non-P/NP students and Appendices F and

G give more details. There are two important points to be made

about this table and the more detailed information which can be

found in Appendices F and G. First, the differences are not large;

that is, the range in the per cent difference between course enroll-

ments within their own subject area generated by P/NP students com-

pared to non-P/NP students is from a low of 2% for engineering to a

high of 14% for environmental design, with an average difference of

7%. These differences are taken from the diagonal of Table 13 which

compares equal subject areas for students and courses.

Although perh_ s a bit intricate, several facts already

determined can be brought together to assess the meaning of the 7%

average difference between all course work taken within their own

subject areas by P/NP students compared to non-P/NP students. In

Section I, it was noted that the average number of courses taken

per student is 3.32 and that the average number of pass/not pass

courses taken by the P/NP students is roughly 1.1. This means that

the P/NP student's enrollment in a course in which the option is

used constitutes 33% of his total course load; in turn, the same

33% figure applies for the distribution of course enrollments shown

in Table 13 in which the per cent figure in the upper half of the

box represents all course work by P/NP students. Thus, if exploration
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Table 13

EXPLORATION

Per Cent of Course Work Taken Within the Undergraduate Student's Own Subject
Area at Berkeley for a Three-Term Average (Fall Quarters 1968, 1970, 1971)

Selected Comparisons Between Students Who Took Pass/Net Pass Courses Those
Terms and Students Who Did Not.t

(Total Student Population Base)
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Agricultural
Sciences

Chemistry

Engineering

Environmental
Design

Professional
Schools

College of
Letters &
Sciences

L&S-Biological
Sciences

L&S-Humanities

L&S-Physical
Sciences

L&S -Social

Sciences

( I )

J.5
o.-

7.7

3.2

8.9

6.5
(II)

7.0

14.0

14.5

2.1

44.0
43.3

38.
39.2

27.,
39.2

iN\o.o 7.3

i14. \ 14.4
\\15141 9

3.6

9

20.6

24.3'

114.8

11.6
8.o

. 14.5

86.1

86.
80.

10.5

6.8

(IV)

12.0 8.4

7 . 2 1.

15.0

5.8
16.1

9.0

16.1

9.5

15.9

12.9
8.3

13.14

56.6

1.9

3.1

9.7

L4
KEY: Upper figure = per cent for pass/not pass students

Lower figure = per cent for non-pass/not pass students

tSee Appendices F and G for details.
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were defined as course wog.. utside of one's own subject area,

although this would be an improper limitation to tl,e Select Commit-

tee's anticipated benefit of the pass/not pass grading system on

exploration, the average 7% Vfference already noted would indicate

that the P/NP student was at best exploring a fractional amount

more than his non-P/NP peer. However, even this fractional behav-

ioral difference is diminished by the knowledge that the pass/not

pass system has regulations which severely limit the use of the

option in courses required for the major and courses prerequisite

to those requirements. In other words, one would expect to find

a difference in Table 13 not due to exploration, but due to the

rules of the system which would tend to force the student to use

the option in subjact areas other than his own. What needs to be

emphasized here is not that students fail to use the pass/not pass

option for exploratory purposes, but rather that all undergraduates

do a fair amount of exploration as measured by significant amounts

of course work taken outside their own fields.

The four quadrants of Table 13 reveal the exploratory behav-

ior of the P/NP students compared to the non-P/NP students. Using

only per cent differences which are 2% or more, the four quadrants

show that (a) both types of students in the professional colleges

and schools do not diffe . much at all in their course loads taken in

professional colleges and schools other than their own (quadrant I);

(b) these same students do differ in course loads within the College

of Letters and Science, with the P/NP students taking more work in

the social sciences and humanities and less work in the physical

sciences than the non-P/NP students (quadrant II); (c) the College

of Letters and Science students who are non-P/NP students take more

course work in chemistry than P/NP students but less work in the pro-

fessional schools (quadrant III); (d) and within the College of Let-

ters and Science, the differences between PA° students and non -P /N±'

students lie in the amount of course work taken in the humanities
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and social sciences, almost to the exclusion of any other areas;

in fact, the sole exception is the greater work done by.the non-

P/NP students wilt. are majors in the biological sciences and who

take more work than the biological sciences P/NP students in the

courses of the physical sciences departments (11.5% compared to

8.4%, respectively).

The evis7.ence is clear, but certaiily not conclusive, that

exploration is not an important benefit of the pass/not pass grad-

ing system. The perceptions of the faculty and students cannot be

entirely discounted when they attribute some positive explorator-

behavior among students with regard to the grading option. The

question remains as to why the social sciences receive the main

part of the small per cent difference (7%) in the course work dis-

tribution between the type of student who takes courses fer a pass/

not pass grade and those who do not. The simplest explanation may

be that this subject area, with its wide diversity of topics

ranging from economics to psychology, provides the most ilkely

area for student exploration whether or not via t:,e pass/not pass

grading option; and if a student is the type to use the option,

his or her exploration is enhanced by a higher degree of course

enjoyment.

SUMMARY

In their perception of the undergraduate student's use of

the pass/not pass grading option, the majority of the faculty

thought the option had the desir.ed effect of providing the oppor-

tunity for students to explore unfamiliar subject areas. The stu-

dents also indicated that the option was important to them for

taking courses in unfamiliar subject areas and for providing some

freedom to explore their own interests; but they thought the avail-

ability of the option had no effect on their use of it to pun .e
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activities outside of the university and none on their use of it to

permit them to pursue intellectual interests outside of course work.

In general, when the student respondents compared their experience

in courses graded with standard letter grades to those courses

graded pws'not pass, they indicated that their intellectual expe-

riences, suun as pursuit of new ideas, excitement about learning,

greater exploration of subject-matter, and awareness of the problems

of society were only marginally enhanced by the use of the pass/not

pass option. They did think, however, that there was some benefit in

the option in that it provided them with more time for activities

outside of the particular course they were taking for a pass/not

pass grade and it provided them an opportunity for increasing their

breadth of interests outside of their own major.

There are no conclusive, objective means for measurements

of course exploration available inasmuch as the concept of co'rse

exploration as used in this study must be individually defined by

each student. An inconclusive but very revealing objective measure-

ment was made which compared those students for three different fall

terms who use the pass/not pass option with those who do not. The

comparison includes all undergraduate stude s in all the schools

and colleges at Berkeley (three-term average 11,121) and the course

work they took in all courses of the departments of instruction.

Students and course work were grouped into eleven different subject

areas. The objective measurement was made to determine if students

who use the option took more work outside of their own area than

did students who do not use the option. An overall average differ-

ence was found, 1%, and the area of greatest concentration for this

outside course work was in the social sciences of the College of

Letters and Science. This per cent difference falls far short of

the maximum difference, 33%, and, in part, even this small differ-

ence can be explained as a natural result or the rules which govern

the pass/not pass grading system. The results of this analysis
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clearly show little difference between the two types of students.

In other words, the amount of exploration outside of one's own

subject area is roughly the same for students who use the pass/not

pass option as for students who do not.
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SECTION IV

QUALITY

FACULTY OPINION

Since quality is what scholastic grades are all about, a

natural question about pass/not pass grading is whether it changes

the quality of student performance. This question is certainly

uppermost in the minds of the faculty when they comment on gracing

innovations. In terms of standard letter grading, the faculty who

were surveyed in the Spring Quarter 1910 were asked to respond to the

very direct statement, "If I were giving letter grades to the pass/

not pass students, their grades would fall above the class average."

Among the faculty who replied (118 out of sample size of 244) there

was an unequal but not disparate division with 55% stating that in

their experiences with grading these students this was-a true

statement (48% partially true and 7% entirely true), and 45% stat-

ing it was not true. This response is worth considering for a

moment in view of empirical evidence given later in this section of

the study which shows that above-average students have a higher

propensity for electing the pass/not pass option than students

whose overall scholastic performances are about average. If the

faculty's knowledge or perceptions are accurate, that is, the two

opposing groups are reporting verifiable observations, then one
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conclusion is that some faculty encounter only those above-average

students who are exploring courses more difficult for them than

courses they would have taken without the availability of the option,

and other faculty encounter only those above-average students who

are consistent high-grade earners regardless of course content.

The probability of this assumption being correct must be very low.

A more plausible explanation is that either the faculty respondents'

general attitudes to pass/not pass grading affect their responses

to the question_or these_attitudes affect the level of grade they

award to the students. The reader may form his own judgment as he

reviews faculty responses to other questions in the survey as they

are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.

A majority of the same number of faculty, 71%, said it was

either partially true (45%) or entirely true (26%) that students

enrolled for pass/not pass grades in the courses they taught wera

just as conscientious about cl-tsswork assignments as letter-graded

students in the same courses.

Among a smaller (about 13)) group of respondents than those

answering the two survey items not..ed in the preceding comments,

namely those faculty who said they knew which students were enrolled

in their courses for pass/not pass grading, the observations were

not particularly positive; in fv(rt, in each instance the majority

of these respondents saw no difference between these students and

those who were enrolled for standard letter grades. Compared to

letter-graded students, 27% of the faculty said that pass/not pass

graded students attended class less often, 1% said more often, and

the remainder, 71%, said they attended as often. Nevertheless, if

the student attended class, few of the faculty observers noted any

reduction in the degree of attention given by students to class

instruction, for, only 14% of the faculty said pass/not pass stu-

dents were less attentive compared to 5% who said they were more
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attentive, 81% said as attentive. On tvo other questions of com-

parison to letter-graded students, the faculty response was very

similar: roughly 60% said that Preparation and participation in

classroom discussions was the same, between 26% Pn.f. 30 said the

pass/not pass students were less pre,ss.,ed and they participated

less often, and the remairr, about 10% stated that preparation

and participation were greater. A simble fraction of the faculty,

then, about one quarter, who knew who were the pass/not pass stu-

dents in their courses, indicated their concern with the ouality

of student performance. Only a much smaller fraction viewed stu-

dents enrolled for a pass/not pass grade as actually outperforming

students who chose to earn a standard letter grade.

The question of the quality of academic work was raised

directly with a very small number (41 to 43) of faculty respondents

who stated they had taught c -urses in which all enrolled students

were graded pass/not pass. Ir answer to the question, "How would

you compare the overall quality of work done by students in your

[wholly] pass/not pass courses with work done in your regularly

graded classes?", the respondents distributed themselves in this

manner: 17% better quality, 58% same quality and 24% poorer quality.

These same faculty were more positive with reference to the general

level of interest shown by students in their wholly pass/not pass-

graded courses. Although the majority, 60%, said student interest

was the same as in letter-graded courses, 28% said it was higher.

Most of the 244 faculty who completed and returned a ques-

tionnaire responded to three items which concerned objectives of

the new grading option and which referred to problems of quality.

These three survey items are worth quoting here in full to allow for

full appreciation of the faculty's response. The first item stated,

"Prior to the initiation of the pass/not pass system, stude 3 said

that often their elective choices were based on the ease or
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difficulty of getting a good grade," and then the item asked, "Do you

think the pass/not pass option has been effective in eliminating

this method of choosing an elective?" A faculty majority of 56%

said the option was moderately effective in achieving this objec-

tive, 17% said it was very effective, 21% moderately ineffective

and 6% entirely ineffective.

The second item asked, "What is your opinion of the follow-

ing statement? A pass/not pass option encourages self-motivation,

in that each student performs on the basis if his own interest

rather than to seek a grade." Half of the faculty (51%) said they

moderately agreed with the statement, 22% strongly agreed, 16%

moderately disagreed and 11% strongly disagreed.

The last item noted that "It was hoped that the pass/not

pass option would allow students to be more creative in the manner

in which they work with course material," and, then, the item asked,

"Do you agree that this happened?" The faculty were less sanguine

that the option had achieved this objective, for, 18% strongly dis-

agreed, 40% moderately disagreed, 33% moderately agreed and 8%

strongly agreed.

As noted previously, the small number of faculty who

taught courses wholly pass/not pass and who responded to the survey

vere not enthusiastic that this option promoted better quality,

although they were somewhat more enthused by the students' show of

interest in the course work. These same faculty, about 43, responded

to a series of questions which dealt vith their experiences in

teaching the wholly pass/not pass courses with reference not so

much to the student as to their own role in such courses compared

to standard letter-graded courses. Their responses are shown in

Table 14 and are self-explanatory. The results can be summarized

by noting that these faculty respondents enjoying teaching such
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Table 14

QUALITY IN COURSES GRADED WHOLLY PASS/NOT PASS

Per Cent Distribution of a Small Group of Faculty Who Responded to

Questions Regarding Their Experiences With Teaching Courses Offered

to the Student on a Wholly Pass/Not Pass Grading Basis
t

Survey Item
PER CENT

YES NO

a) Do you plan to continue teaching courses on a pass/not pass
basis?

b) Are there advantages in teaching a course solely on a pass/
not pass basis?

c) Have you noticed whether students in your pass/not pass
course approach the subject in a different manner or with a
different attitude, than students in your regularly Graded
courses?

u) Are there disadvantages in teaching : course solely on a
pass/not pass basis?

e) Is there a difference in the method of presenting the
subject matter between your pass/not pass class and a
regularly-graded class?

f) Is there a difference in determining assignments for your
pass/not pass course than your regularly-graded course?

g) Have you found a difference in the amount of planning needed
for your pass/not pass course for your regularly-graded?
courses

95

86

56

48

27

25

19

.

14

44

52

73

75

81

(Since few such courses have been taught at Berkeley since 1966, only
41 to 43 faculty respondents answered these questions among the total
response group of 244 faculty.
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courses, they saw more ad"antages than disadvantages, they rejected

notions that such courses required different presentations, assign-

ments or panning, and they were about equally divided between those

who noticed differences in the student's manner or approach to the

course and those who noticed no differences in these aspects of stu-

dent behavior.

Despite the generally positive attitude expressed by the

faculty who taught courses which required the student to enroll for

a pass/not pass grade, the records indicate a very small interest

among all the faculty in teaching courses in this manner. The

Select Committee's expectation was that undergraduate survey lec-

ture courses would be graded wholly pass/not pass, since it was

their opinion that discriminate grading was not viable, for most

of these courses do not affect the student's future major program.

Also, the Committee felt this procedure "would in turn release the

time and energy of faculty members for more discriminate grading

in courses where the student's performance can be seriously evalu-

ated.
46

The Committee's expectation has not been realized. An

-examination of all undergraduate lecture courses taught wholly pass/

not pass for the fall terms 1966, 1968, 1970 and 1971 reveals that

less than a handful of survey lecture courses have been taught in

this manner each term (see Table 15). In Fall 1966, when the pass/

not pass option was introduced at Berkeley, four survey courses

were taught wholly pass/not pass. In Fall 1971, four similar

ccurses were taught, but they were a different four. The only pro-

liferation of lecture courses offered wholly pass/not pass has

occured in the School of Education; however, these courses are not

general survey courses.

1e 2E. cit., p.
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Table 15

ALL COURSES TAUGHT WHOLLY PASS/NOT PASS

Listing and Enrollments of All Undergraduate Courses Taught in which

the Students wereRequired to Enroll for a Pass/Not Pass Grade Offered

at Berkeley, Fall quarters 1966, 1968, 1970 and 1971.

Department Course
+

Number.

Enrollment Fa Termifil

1966 1968 970 1971

Arts and Science 104A 46

Conservation & Natural Resources 49 39

Contemporary Asian Studies 3 138
30 14
197 -.:4

Criminology 1911 102

Dramatic Art 45A-B 75

Education 110* 246 249
130* 53 ....,;,

131A-F* 184
191 5 26

192 3 52 10 34

193 3 49 321 24
194 8o 70 42

English 1A* 29

Genetics 10 148

Mathematics 10 49

Molecular biology 120 36

Physiology 10 207 114

Psychology 160 197

Statistics 2 138

TOTAL ENROLLMENT - 543 253 1,379 677

t(*)Courses marked with an asterisk are multi-sectioned courses in which
not all sections were offered wholly pass/not pass.

ttNo entry indic&tes either not offered or not given wholl: pass/not
pass.
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The evidence is clear that the faculty is not attracted to

teaching a course which prohibits a student from enrolling for a

standard letter grade. Their actions may be partially founded on

opinions they received independently in discussions with students,

for, opinions given by students to this survey reveal support for

the concept that a student should have the option to elect either

a standard letter grade or a pass/not pass grade in every course

at all times. Other explanations can be perceived for the lack of

interest among the faculty in the presumed innovative program, but

the simplest explanation may be that they do not consider the pro-

gram educationally sound.

STUDENT OPINION

The undergraduate students did not find significant differ-

ences in the quality of their academic experience between courses

taken for a pass/not pass grade compared to courses taken for a

st.,ndard letter grade; nor did the same students attest to enroll-

i for pass/not pass grades in order to improve the quality of

their performance, except in the negative sense where they questioned

their own competence or where they were concerned with grades earned

in courses taken for a letter grade. When they chose the option,

the students indicated by their responses that they were indifferent

to pass/not'pass grading providing them with an opportunity for

creativity or experimentation with course mater: ls. Also, they

gave little importance to elc.:tion of the option for reasons of

maintaining or improving their grade-point average, (b) pursuing

in depth the course work beyond normal expectations, (c) learning

from the students, and (d) working more closely with the instructor.

As just noted, however, in a nore negative than positive sense, the

undergraduate respondents did give some importance to electing the

option when it allowed them to take courses where they were uncertain

about their academic competence, and, also when it allowed them time
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to study for other courses. Table 16 shows the level of importance

they gave these reasons (5.0 and 4.8 on a 7-point scale) and the

table, also, gives t.. weighted scores for the other 31 items in

the survey which attempt to ascertain student attitudes and percep-

tions with regard to the manner in which pass/not pass grading may

change the quality of their academic performances.

While the students, on the one hand, were indifferent to

the use of the option as a means for providing opportunities for

more creativity (Part A of Table 16), they stated, on the other

hand, that they experienced the opportunity to be creative once

they were enrolled in a pass/not pass grade compared to a letter.

grade (Part C of Table 16). This type of reversal, giving an

indifferent response to a reason for electing the option but then

stating that their actual experience proved the reason to have some

merit over letter graded courses occurs also for experimentation

with fsourse materials. In both reversals, however, the degree that

pass/not pass course work is considered superior to letter grade

course work is nominally above the neutral value of 4 (4.5 and 4.4,

respectively, for creativity and experimentation). In fact, if one

examines the details of the student responses shown in Part C of

Table 16 the most striking fact is that, except for a few items,

roughly 40% to 65% of the respondents had checked the score of 4;

this means that the modal or majority group saw no difference in

the quality of their academic performance or experience in courses

taken for pass/not pass grades compared to courses taken for letter

grades.

Most of the items in Part C of Table 16 with weighted

scores of 4.1 and above can be characterized as non-objective eval-

uations in the sense that most of them are not readily measurable

by objective standards. Most of us, under the best circumstances,

would have difficulty in knowing whether or nOt one teaching
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Table 16

STUDENT RESPONSE TO THE QUALITY OF PASS/NOT PASS GRADING

E'er Cent and 'weighted Scores of Undergraduate Student Attitudes and Perceptions of the Academic
Quality Differences between Pass/Not Pass Grading and Standard Letter Grading at Berkeley

Curvey Item
Number of
Responses
(Maximum
1,205)

SCALE

Less Important

^7_
Neutral

1 2 3 4

WEIGHT EL

0C5RT...

More Important

5 6 7

22 25 21 5.0

19 25 19 4.8

13 14 13 3.9

13 14 12 3.8

15 14 11 3.7

10 6 6 3.2

9 6 5 2.9

5 5 4 2.7

15 22 22 4.5

16 18 13 4.o

11 8 5 3.0

7 10 8 2.8

2 2 1 1.6

PER CENT
(A) How Important are the Following

Reasons for Electing Pass/Not
Pass Grading:

Take courses where personal
competence is uncertain

Allow time to study for
other courses

Provide opportunity to be
more creative

Allow for experimentation
with course materials

Maintain or improve grade-
point average_

Pursue rubject of course in
depth

Learn from other stuuents

Work more closely with
instructor

(2) How Important are the Following
Reasons for NOT Electing Pass/Not
Pass Grading:

Need grades to get into
graduate school

Need to improve or maintain
my grade-point average

Need grades to get a good
job

Need grades to obtain or
keep special fellowhips,
awards, or privileges

Feel guilty if [I] take
pp -/-:c,t ,ycl- grading as
thi-e .0 .ess work

934 8 6 5 10

I

936 9 7 7 :. 12

930 14 15 13 17

934 16 16 13 15

935 22 13 10 14

929 20 20 17 20

911 30 20 12 18

931 33 20 15 17

1,187 18 8 5 11

1,190 20 10 8 15

1,186 34 15 9 17

1,185 48 12 5 8

1,150 75 12 4 4
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Table It (C:r.tIr.1;e1

,:TCDENT REZPON:'E Tr, -F> , '/NOT uAr: 1RA:ING

..:1;rVey Itelt

INurber of
'Response-1

(Maximum

1,205)

er
,.. T,",Irres

%cnaMC

Compared to Graded Courses. What
was your Actual Experience in
Pass/Not Pass Courses:

Opportunity to be more
creative

Ability to evaluate self

Experimentation with course
materials

Learning how to learn

Positive attitude or
instructor

Amount of knowledge retain^d

Fairness I* your evaluation
). instructor

Interest in course material

Ability to delay personal
rewards

Amount you learned from the
course

Moc.ivation

Your pa,-ticipation in class

Ability to work to capacity

Your attendance at class

Sense of competence in subject
area

Learning from other students

Maintenance or improvement in
grade-point average

Writtc , and oral evaluations
by instructor

Working closely with instructor

Time you spent studying

921 4

920 2

919 4

921

905

925

906

922

871

911

921

919

916

921

921

915

905

899

918

919

7

CENT

20 1 i 1

5 1 45 1

2 4 66 10

6 v 11 -9 16

6 , 11

14 5 -4`)

5 8 18 36 15 14

5 6 11 59 8 6

5 10 17 41 13 10

E 14 61 5

7 10 17 42 11 9

10 8 8 53 10 7

12 10 8 47 11 7

9 9 9 57 7

11 10 8 54 6 6

9 17 27 33 5 5

7

6

1

444

4 4.0

1
4 3.9

3.0

3.b

4 3.6

3.7

3 3.7

3 3.7

3 3.4

*Students were instructed on these items to assume that standard letter-graded courss
had a rating of 4.
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environment or another is conclucive to creativity, self-evaluation,

positive attitudes of the instructor, or one's ability to delay

personal rewards. On the other hand, the student respondents could

observe with some objectivity their participation iii the class,

their attendance, the time they 'Spent studying, whether or not

their grade-point average improved, or how closely they were able

to work with the instructor. These latter observations by the stu-

dents in Part C, and similar ones shown in the table, all have

w, ghted scores 4.o and below.

Although the scores ar.. not greatly different, the separa-

tion between student perceptions of objective and non-objective

behavior may imply a desire on the part of the students to be positive

about pass/not pass grading unless this positive attitude conflicts

with direct observations they have made of themselves and the

instructor. This surmise is supported by the large percentage of

respondents who checked the score of 4, i.e., no difference between

the two grading systems.

Among the several reasons for not electing to enroll in a

course for a pass/not pass grade, the only one which was important

to the undergraduates was that they needed letter grades to help

them assure their admission to graduate school (weighted score of

4.5). The distribution of students on the five survey items in Part

B of Table 16 across the 7-point scale was, unlike the responses in

Part C, more uniform , concentrate at the neutral point. In

4( fact, the responses to the it w ask how important letter

grades were for admission to graduate school and improving or main-

taining their grade-point averages almost show_a bimodal distribu-

tion at the extreme scores of 1 and 2 and 6 and 7. Thus, to many

students, these reasons for not electing pass/not pass are quite

unimportant and to others they are very important.
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FACTS

An objective assessment of the quality of undergraduate scho-

lastic performance in a mixed gradinL ',stem, such as Berkeley's,

Can be achieved only through indirect measurements. If, as the st,:-

dents say, they enjoy their courses more but they spend less time

on them when taken for a passfhot pass grade, then only the instruc-

tor can make a judgment as to the auality of the work, cornered to

either his own standard or the standard established by students who

choose to earn regular letter grades. Nevertheless, with data

available from recent terms, in particular the fall quarters of 1970

and 1971 (and, in part, from fall quarter of 1968), several relation-

ships can be explored which give some indications of the auality of

the performance of the users of the pass/not pass option.

Among all undergraduates enrolled at Berkeley in the fall

quarters of i97C and 1971, the higher the cumulative grade-point

average (all course work taken at Berkeley) the more likely the stu-

dent was enrolled in one or more courses for a pass/not pass grade.

Excluding students with below C averages who, although supposedly

net eligible to elect the use Of the option, had in some small num-

ber enrolled for a pass/not pass graae (see Appendix E for details)

the per cent of students who used the option rises from about 27%,

for students with averages between 2.00 and 2.49, to about 42% for

students with averages between 3.50 and 4.00, for both fall terms

(see Chart B).

As discussed in Section I the small decline between 1970

and 1971 in the use of the pass/not pass option among all under-

graduates can be seen vividly by the complete separation of the

two curves in Chart B. The decline in usage is greater among stu-

dents with high grade-point averages, but, even though these curves

represent many thousands of students, neither the overall decline
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Per Cent of Students Ar.ong All Students '2:itLin Each Grade-Point
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Number of Students:

Fall 1970 .... 11,995
Fall 1971 .... 15,828

2.00- 2.30- 3.00- 3.50-
2.149 2.99 3.49 4.00

GRADE-POINT AVERAGE

tSee Appendix H for details.
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nor the greater dec'ine among students or

may represent a trend.

not only does use of tne pass /not pass ot,tion rise with ris-

ing scholastic performance, but students who use the option Lave

higher scholastic averages proportionately than students who do no-

use the option: in Fall 1970, the pass /not pass users had 1.85

grade-point averages of B and above, and in 1971, this percentage

was 515; in comparison, among non-users of the :ass /not pass option

the comparative r-ir cent figures were 37 and 315. The distinctly

better scholastic performance of the students who use the oc--ion is

seen in the displacement of the curves for the users toward. the

higher-grade-point averages shown in Chart C.

Taken together, the information in Charts B and C should

dispel once and for all any thought that pass /not Pass grading is

a refuge for the incompetent. This is not to argue that the option

has not benefited these students in achieving and maintaining a

high scholastic average, for evidence is riven in paragraphs which

follow that will show that, most likely, they ,-,a7- 1:enefited:

is rather, to argue that most of these students performed as well

or bett *r than non-users of the option when they were enrolled in

courses in which they were graded by the standard letter grade sys-

tem. Since pass/not pass grades are not considered in the deter-

mination of the grade-point average, and since the report has

already shown in Section that pass/not pass 1:sers take only one

course out of three for a pass/not pass grade, then obviously these

undergraduate students are in no manner inferior performers. Never-

theless, other facts indicate that without the option the users

would have a performance curve in Chart C which would match more

closely with non-users.

In a publication on scholastic grades at Berkeley the fol-

lowing comment was made:

7 r
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Although the introduction of pass/not pass
grading on a broad scale at the undergraduate course
level in the Fall Quarter 1966 altered the per cent
distribution so that precise comparisons with past
years were no longer valid, the primary effect of
this innovation appears in the de,- le of the pro-
portion of 'B' and 'C' grades. The continued increase
of the per cent of 'A' grades in the years 1967 and
1969, at both lower and upper division levels pro-
vides reasonable justification for the inference that

17
'I' grades has not been a substitute for 'A' grades.

If this inference is correct, and if the evidenc. in Sec-

tion III that pass/not pass users exhibit no unusual exploratcy

behavior is correct, also, then the conclusion must be that these

students are using the option in those courses in which they per-

ceive their academic abilities to be less than in other courses.

Further evidence of the reduced performance by the students

when enrolled for a pass/not.:Pass grade is given in Chart D. This

chart considers the two types of course failure as measured by the

instru-:tor's grade, inadequate pe:formance (D or F or 7.ot Pass

grades) and incomplete performance (I grade).

The flue .nations below grade-point averages of C are due to

sma.1 numbers of students, but the similarities of the curves for

bo.l. years considered leave no doubt that pass/not pass users are

more likely to perform inadequat-ly, as measured by the instructor,

in those courses where they use the option compared to courses

where they do not. While the overall probability of failure is

small in either type of grading for students with averages of B and

above, the ratio between the per cent of Not Pass grades earned and

1
7A Report on Scholarship Grades - University of California?

Berkeley, Per Cent Distribution for Fall Terms 1961, 1963, 1965
1967, 1969. Office of Institutional Research, October, 1970, p. 2.
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CHART D

Below Average and Incomplete Grades Earned by Students Who Use

the Pass/Not Pass Option by Grade-Point Averages of the Students

FALL 1970 FALL 1971
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(6,390 students)
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Cumulative Grade-Point Average Intervalst

Not Pass grades

I

,5,49t students)

D+F grades
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below above

Cumulative Grade-Point Average Intervalst

-complete grades earned in
-ses taken for a pass/

ss grade.

12 :...Incomplete grades earned
in courses taken for a

letter grade.
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Cumulative Grade-Point Average Intervalst

tSee Chart C for values.
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D plus F grades earned is considerable. For example, where less

than one student in a hundred with a grade-point average of B to

B+ will earn a D or F grade, when they use the option a:mos-. 'o..1r

of them in a hundred will earn a Not Pass grade. It is wo'-th noting

here that the higher probability of earning a :+ot Pass grade by

those who elect the option compared to their probability of earning

a D or F grade was observed and reported to the administration and

faculty for the first term the pass/not pass system was in opera-

tion, Fall 1966.
18

Again, when one examines students who achieve a C average

or higher, the per cent of students who earn an incomplete grade,

whether in a course taken for a letter grade or for a pass/not cz...y

grade, varies very little; but there is a perceptible cross-ove-

of the curves for both years at the C+ point. Perhaps neither of

these differences in performance are sufficiently large to warrant

any concern about a possible reduced ouality of scholastic ef fort,

for two other explanations could provide the answers for the dif-

ferences. First, the quality of performance may be the best t're

students could give even if they had taken the courses for a 1,tt-:'

grade; that is, as discussed before, tt:e students are using -II(

option for courses difficult for them. Second, comments recE.

from students reported in the last section of this study include

criticism of some faculty who are perceived as grading more st:in-

gently students who elect the pass/not pass grade option. These

perceptions may not be without foundation inasmuch as some facu7Ly

commented that they perceive the users of the option to be seekng

an "easy" grade.

18
Undergraduate Pass/Not Pass Grading at the University of

California, Berkeley, Fall Quarter 1966. Office of Institutional
Research, May, 1967.
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Although the magnit is very small and regardless of their

perceptions or behavior, the fact remains that students who elect

to be graded on the,pass/not pass systeE will increase their proba-

bility of failure and more likely 'Alan not, will work less and

thereby gain less in,these nurses. But there is one additional

empirical factor to consider which may affect these students, and

that is their propensity to carry higher than average work loads.

Twice the per cent of pass/not pass users enroll for 17 or more

course units than non-users, about 27% ,.(3 13% (three-term average).

This bulge above the standard unit load of 15 per quarter term, is

seen in each of the curves for the Fall Quarter of 1968, 1970 and

1971 (in Charts E, F, and G) and in the tabular material given in

Table 17.

Tne standard deviations for pass/not pass users and non-

users for all. three years are roughly comparable, but the distinct

bulge for users at unit course value higher than 16 is large and

has increased over time. An important point to note is that both

pass/not pass users and non-users show increa ad unit loads, rising

from 13.8 units per quarter in Fall 1968 to 14.2 in Fall, 1971 for

non-users and rising from 14.9 to 15.3 for users in the same period.

The curves in Charts E, F and G show significantly higher

percentages of pass/not pass student:: at each unit value from 16

through 20 compared to the non-pass/not pass students. In the fall

terms of 1970 and 1971, a good part of this bulge is drawn from

the peak area between the 14 anu 15 unit values; but what is surpris-

ing is that so much of the bulge is drawn from unit values at or

below the minimum unit load required for most students whc are pur-

suing a normal undergraduate program, 12 units. A conjecture is

that pass/not paFs users normally would carry heavier than average

workloads in the absence of a partial pass/not pass grading system

or, perhaps, under any grading system.
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Table 17

U.I. LOAD AND PACS/NOT PASO USE

Per Cent Distribution of Undergraduate Students by Units

Taken in a Fail Quarter at Berkeley and Whether or NJt

the Student was Enrolled in a lass /Not Pass Course
t

jumber
of Units
Taken

PER CENT OF' UNDFrr'%DUATE STUDENTS

Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971

P/NP
Students

Non -P /NP

Students
P/NP

Students
Non-P/NP
Students

P/NP
Students

Non-P/NP
Students

1 - ,.5

- ..;

9 - --.';

13 - 16.5

17 - 20.5

1. - .5

.=,

- l'.2.::

- ':a,.. 0

.,,7

6.,)

67.2q

22.10

.98

.04

-

-

.S

3.49

18.27

66.44

10.66

._E1

.0,,

-

-

.09

1.06

9.56

61.8o

25.80

1.41

.27

-

-

.8.,.

i.33

17.42

64.19

13.65

.48

.09

.02

--

.u4

1.11

i 8.84

60.20

27.85

J
,

. I

,,
.20

.04

-

.23

2.21

15.88

67.89

13.33

.32

-

.01

Nu=ber of
.:tadents

7,010 10,529 6,390 11,605 5,498 10,333

Fall 1968 Fall 1970 Fall 1971

;r units 23.1% 27.5% 29.8% For P/NP :,tudehts
m_Dre units 11.6% 14.2% 13.8% For Non-P/NP itudents

Less that 13 units 9.6% 10.7% 10.0% For P/NP Students
Less than 13 units 22.6% . 21.6% 18.3% For Non-P/NP Students

/
t,

pass/nc,t puss enrollment in independent study courses and
sele.:teu physical euuoz.tion anu music activity courses.
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This conjecture loses some of its credibilit;, when an exami-

nation is made of the students arranged by the several subjec mat-

ter groups, for example, chemistry, engineering or soci-1 sciences

(see Table 18). The uniformity of the higher unit load for almost

every group of pass/not pass users compared to non-users makes

acceptance of a different type of student less plausible. As was

already noted, the small numerical difference in the mean unit value

represents a sizable per cent differe:ce. Since there is no means

to determine what load these students would have carried had there

not been a piss/not pass option, the question of basic differences

between the ers and non-users cannot be resolved. The important

point is that the users ere carrying heavier than normal workloads

and the critical questions are whether this academic behavior is

beneficial or detrimental to the quality of the students' perfor-

mances and whether this behavior creates inequities in the faculty's

ability to judge student performance.

The users of the pass/not pass option may benefit by accel-

eration toward completion of their degree program or other more

limited time goal, assuming these are positive objectives for the

students. They may gain, also, by acouiring a limited number of

desired courses beyond the standard curricular boundaries established

by each college and school. Although these extra courses can be

acquired without the pass/not pass option, its use obviously makes

such acquisition less difficult. While facts previously presented

show that there has been no diminished scholastic performance of

these students in courses taken for a regular letter grade, the

facts also show that their performances in courses taken for pass/

not pass grades are poorer in quality. One can only conjecture

that the pass/not pass users may not gain as much from courses in,

which the option is used if these courses are added to their normal

workload rather than being a part of it.
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Table 18

UNIT WORKLOAD BY SUBJECT

Means and Standard Deviations for the Number of Course
Units Taken by Students Who Use the Pass/Not Pass Option
and Those Who Do Not by Subject Areas at Berkeley

Subject Area of Student

Pass/Not Pass Student

MEANS STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Fall
1968

Fall

1970

Fall

1971

Fall

1968

Fall

1970

Fall
1971

Agricultural Sciences 13.8 15.1 15.1 2.3 2.7 2:5
Chemistry 14.8 15.1 14.9 2.5 1.9 1.9
Engineering 15.3 15.1 15.3 1.9 2.2 2.3
Environmental Design 15.1 15.0 14.7 2.3 2.6 2.9
Ethnic Studiest - 15.0 20.0 - - 6.1

Professional schools: 15.2 15.7 15.9 2.2 2.5 2.2

Business Administration 15.0 15.6 15.5 2.0 2.7 2.3
Criminology 16.1 14.8 16.3 2.6 2.6 2.2
Forestry & Conservation 14.0 15.4 14.5 1.4 1.4 3.0
Optometry 16.1 16.7 16.6 2.1 1.5 1.6

Letters and Science: 14.8 15.1 15.2 2.3 2.7 2.7

Biological Sciences 114:8 14.9 15.0 2.1 2.4 2.6
Humanities 14.9 15.5 15.4 2.5 2.8 2.7
Physical Jeences 14.6 14.5 14.9 2.3 2.7 2.6
Social Scle.lces 14.9 15.6 15.7 2.3 2.7 2.9
Lower Division 14.8 14.8 15.0 2.3 2.6 2.5

Total University 14.9 15.1 15.3 2.3 2.6 2.6

Non-Pass/Not Pass Student

Subject Plea of Student MEANS STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall
1968 1970 1971 1968 1970 1971

Agricultural Sciences 13.1 13.3 13.9 2.8 2.9 2.6
Chemistry 13.8 13.5 13.9 2.4 2.4 2.4

Engineering 13.7 13.5 13.9 2.6 2.6 2.3

Environmental Design 13.6 13.6 13.8 2.6 2.7 2.4

Ethnic Studiest - - 13.7 - - 1.7

Professional Schools: 14.5 14.4 14.8 2.2 2.4 1.9

. Business Administration 14.2 14.6 14.7 1.7 2.2 1.8

Criminology 14.0 4.0 15.2 3.4 3.4 2.3
Forestry & Conservation 14.7 13.9 14.2 2.7 2.4 1.7
Optometry 15.5 14.5 15.0 2.0 2.1 1.9

Letters and Science: 13.7 14.0 14.2 2.6 2.9 2.6

Biological Sciences 13.7 13.7 14.1 2.5 2.8 2.3

Humanities 13.8 14.2 14.3 2.8 2.8 2.7

Physical Sciences 13.8 13.5 13.7 2.5 2.8 2.9
Social Sciences 14.1 14.5 14.7 2.5 2.9 2.6
Lower Division 13.6 13.9 14.0 2.6 2.8 2.5

Total University 13.8 14.0 14.2 2.6 2.8 2.5

tFigures not reliable due to small number of students.
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Higher than average unit loads by pass/not pass users may

be detrimental to non-users only if ore assumes that some of the

users would carry a minimumly acceptable full-time load of 12 units

without the option, but appear to carry a standard load (15 units)

or higher than standard load (16 or more units) with the option.

Two hypothetidal students enrolled in exactly the same program of

courses in a given term and competing for grades may not have equiva-

lent effective loads if one of.them is using the option in one of

the courses and is able to markedly reduce his effort therein and

transfer the saved energy to the other courses. If these specula-

tions have any merit then the latter student is using the system to

his advantage and the other student-is not and only the faculty can

decide whether or not a real ineauiLy exists.

SUMMARY

Faculty respondents to the survey distributed in the Spring

of 1970 perceived the pass lot pass grading system as having moder-

ately positive and moderately negative effects on the Quality of

student performance. In most responses, the majority thought that

the students' performances did not differ much when they used the

option compared to times when they did not. Among the minority per-

centage of faculty who gave strong positive or negative responses,

a consistently larger percentage viewed the pass/not pass users as

performing below standard.

Among the small number (about 42) of faculty who taught

courses in which all students were graded pass/not pass, the opin-

ion was generally positive concerning the benefits they gained from

teaching such courses, but there were no strong indicators that the

quality of student performance was better. The expectations of the

Select Committee on Education that undergraduate survey lecture

courses would be taught wholly pass/not pass has not been realized,
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for, despite the positive reaction of faculty who have taught these

courses, there has been no proliferation of such courses since the

inception of the pass/not pass system in 1966, and the actual num-

ber of courses has remained ccnsistently far below the potential.

Although the students had certain positive perceptions of

improvements in the quality of their experiences in courses in which

they elected to enroll for a pass /not pass grade, the broad consensus

was that there were few important differences between these experi-

ences and experiences in courses taken for a standard letter grade.

To a moderate degree, the students saw improvements in their creativ-

ity, self-evaluation, experimentation with course material,

instructor's attitude and learning. They considered the use of the

grading option to be slightly detrimental to maintaining or improv-

ing their grade-point average, to working closely with their instruc-

tor, to obtaining written and oral evaluations by their instructor

and to spending sufficient time at study.

Fairly high importance was given by the student respondents

to electing the pass/not pass option in courses where their antici-

pated personal competence as uncerain and where they thought they

would gain study time for other courses. On the other side, some

importance for not electing to use the option was voiced by students

who expected to seek admission to graduate work and who assumed

that the pass grades compared to regular letter grades on their

records would be detrimental to this expectation.

Empirical information taken from the records of all under-

graduates enrolled at Berkeley in the fall terms of 1971 and 1970

and, in some instances, 1968, reveals that the auality question is

ambiguous. On the one hand, the facts show that the bettej the

cumulative recorded scholastic performances of the students the

more inclined they are to enroll in courses for a pass/not pass
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1

grade; that is, the evidence is contrary to the popular notion that

pass-fail grading is a refuge for the incompetent. On the other

hand, the user of this grading system slightly increases the proba-

bility of his failing the course, for the facts show that the user

will earn more not pass grades and incomplete grades in courses

taken for a pass/not pass grade than in courses taken for a letter

grade.

There is considerable evidence that the undergraduate stu-

dent who uses the pass/not pass option carries a larger course load

than the student who is a non-user. While the same evidence does

not resolve the ouestiom as to whether or not the user would have

carried a larger load without the option, there is little doubt that

the option makes it easier to do so. Two important questions arise

from this fact of higher average course load per student. First,

if both faculty and student observations are correct in noting a

reduced level of performance in pass/not pass course work, does it

matter if the persistent user of the option completes his under-

graduate degree requirements with a substantial number of courses

in which his work was only mediocre? Second, if during the same

quarter, two students enrolled in a set of identical courses differ

only in that one student is enrolled in one of the courses for a

pass/not pass grade, does it matter if this student can reduce his

effort in the pass/not pass course, without necessarily reducing his

grade, in order to increase his effort in the other courses and

thereby enhancing his opportunities for higher grades?
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SECTION V

FACULTY AND STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD EXTENSION OF PASS/NOT PASS

GRADING AND TOWARD GRADING IN GENERAL

FACULTY OPINION

At the opening of Section I, the observation was made that

the faculty respondents to the Spring, 19751-smtvey had summarized

their attitudes about the current pass/not pass system at Berkeley

by giving it a moderately favorable vote. They were slightly more

positive about the intended purposes of the system than they were

about the manner in which it operated. In order to explore the

faculty's interest in changing or extending the pass/not pass sys-

tems, they were asked to respond to nine hypothetical proposals.

These proposals were introduced in the survey questionnaire by the

following paragraph:

At present, the pass/not pass option is open to

qualified undergraduates. At the time of this writing,

the Academic Senate has under consideration a plan to

open the option to graduate students. Other colleges

and universities have been experimenting with differ-

ent forms of pass/not pass systems. P.,ease give your

opinion of the following statements, considering each
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statement independently of the others. Unless other-

wise stated in the sentence, each statement pertains

to undergraduates.

The nine proposals are shown in detail in Table 19 tobether

with the per cent distributions of the faculty responses based on a

scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Unlike many of the faculty survey items reported in preced-

ing sections of this study, the set of nine items on possible changes

in the grading system received a uniformly high response rate from

the 244 faculty participants. This is not surprising, for. while

many of the survey questions may have required some special knowledge

or some special experience, the nine IiOposals for grading system

changes require only an opinion.

Over 75% of the respondents did not approve of any idea of.

extending the pass/not pass option either to all undergraduate

courses or to all undergraduate and graduate courses collectively;

and their disapproval was very evident for 55% to 59% of those dis-

approving strongly disagreed with these two proposals. But, while

a less intense majority, 64% total with only 38% strongly disagree-

ing, did not approve of making all undergraduate non -major courses

pass/not pass courses, only a bare ma:--2ty, 54%, with 25% strongly

disagreeing, objected to making all upper division non-major courses

Pass/not pass courses. These latter two responses by the faculty

are sufficiently different to warrant their further consideration

as to the benefits which might exist in requiring the use of pass/

not pass grades in all courses taken by juniors and seniors in those

fields outside of their own major field. Additionally, the faculty's

almost fifty-fifty split on the proposal of using only pass/not pass

grades in all breadth course requirements should be worthy of further

consideration at the same time.
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Table 19

FACULTY ATTITUDES FOR GRADING SYSTEM CHANGES

Per Cent Distribution of Attitudes Expressed by a Sample of Berkeley,

Faculty (N-244) to Survey Items Which Presented Hypothetical l'rop9.241,6.

for Extensions or Other Changes in the Pass/Not Pass Grading iystem

Statements of Cnangett
Number

of

Responses

,

_
Per Cent Respunset

Strongly
Disagree,

Moder-
ately

Disagree

Moder-
ately
Agree

.3trongLy

-Agree

1) A marking system of Not
Pass, Pass, Honor-Pass
(to be used for students
with outstanding work in
a course) should be
implemented.

2) A grade-point pe.;zlty

should be attached to a
Not Pass mark.

3) All breadth requirements
should be taken on a
pass/not pass basis.

4) All non-major courses
during the upper division
years should be taken on
a pass/not pass basis.

5) A faculty member should
be unaware of which
students in his class
are there on a pass/not
pass basis; instead, a
pass/not pass mark should
be assigned by the
Registrar based on grades
submitted by each faculty
member.

240

234

243

244

236

25%

30%

24%

25%

31%

19%

19%

28%

29%

22%

32%

26

2V;

27%

26%

245

255

21%

18

20%

t
May not add to 100% due to rounding.

tfi
See text pages 90-91 for paragraph which instructed faculty .n these
survey items.
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Table 19 (Continued)

FACULTY ATTITUDES FOR GRADING SYSTEM CHANGES

Statements ,.,:: Change
fit

Number
Per Cent Respone

1'

of
Responses Strongly

Disagree,

Moder-
ately

Disagree,

Moder-
ately

Agree

Strongly'

Agree

o) When 'int: pass/not pass

syste:. began, a Pass

Ac

242

2143

243

,8%

38%

55%

59%

19%

26%

23%

20%

225

19%

10%

11%

,

,

215

175

12%

11%

:nark ...::::-; th.: equivalent

:- ,r e,er grade.
.1., :hanged

. . a

3ne rec. ,:-.1enda-

'I:r. :'or ',he

;ass zra.:: equ:miency
the

the

:e,:sc:',..: :.is::.e'.ion.

or?

..;
Al, Lon-n.ajor courses

.nLire under-
pe:Ic.: ,:hou_LA

. n .. ;,:.s.-; :. 1

A.,.. ..",lt.r4:.a:uat,_ :r,e15
P

passint bass basis.

9.) A. ._:r.i:duate and under-

.rad,:ate 2c.),:rses should

Le graded se1/ pass/not

May nT-. au,.; ',APO070 due to ruunding.

90-9.L for paragraph which instructed faculty on these

rvey
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Perhapsthe most interesting combination of responses by the

faculty occurs in the first two items of Table 19. .A simple majority,

56%, of the faculty favors changing the entire grading system to a

three-value system of honors pass/pass/not pass (Item 1). Also a

simple majority, 51%, would wish to see a grade-point penalty imposed

upon students who earn not pass grades (Item 2). If the latter change

were made, it certainly would remove one of the basic incentives of

the current system fn that even failure in a pass/not pass course

has no effect on the student's overall scholastic average. If

there is a consistency in the responses to those two different

items, it must lie in the faculty's desire for more homogeneity in

the grading system. A three-value system to replace the current

five-value letter system has considerable merit in view of these

facts: At least half of both the faculty and the students (see stu-

dent responses in Part B of Table 20) favor a three-value grading

system; present trends in grading in most departments of iastruction,

have reduced the grade of C to a minor role in evaluations of sch -

lastic performance,
19

and, a uniform three-value grading system

would retain many of the benefits while eliminating most of the

inequities of the dual letter and pass/not pass, grading systems now

in operation at Berkeley.

More than half of the faculty respondents disagreed with two

changes of a technical nature in the current pass/not pass system.

They turned down a proposal (53% disagreed) to submit letter grades

for all students without the faculty's previous knowledge as to which

student had elected to be graded pass/not pass. The conversion from

a letter grade to a pass/not pass grade would be made by the Regis-

trar. Some institutions using a partial pass/not pass system follow

this procedure in order to avoid unfair bias by the faculty which

some students claim exists against those who use the option. The

19
A Report of Scholarship Grades, op. cit. p. 2.
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other technical proposal would have left to the individual faculty

member's discretion the letter grade equivalency for pass/not pass

grades. Althougll 57% disagreed with the suggestion, the fact that

the faculty knows which students are enrolled for a pass/not pass

grade must have some influence on their grading behavior. Supporting

this contention is the information noted in Section IV on differences

in grades earned by students who use the option. It showed a higher

probability for a student to be awarded a not pass grade rather than

either a D or an F grade.

The final item on the faculty questionnaire stated: Please

use this last page to amplify your opinion on the pass/not pass sys-

tem, or to discuss any aspect of the system which you feel has been

inadequately covered by this questionnaire.

A surprising proportion, 40% (97 out of 244), of the faculty

respondents took the time to write comments. Some comments were

quite lengthy, filling two sides of a sheet of paper. Anyone who

has worked with unstructured information understands the difficulty

of adequately portraying intentions of the various authors without

great losses of the meaning of their thoughts and elegance of their

styles. Direct quotations are helpful, but one must avoid biased

selection and, particularly, avoid selection of statements which

are very colorful but not intended for publication (see Appendix I

for a sample of quotations).

Of the 97 statements, 39 were clearly positive or positive

with suggestions for changes in the system through extensions, modi-

fications, or wholesale replacement of the letter grade system. The

remaining 58 statements, were either ambivalent about the uses or

abuses of the pass/riot pass system or they were entirely negative.

Several faculty thought that an honors pass/pass/not pass

system for all undergraduates, all students, or only all graduate
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students would be desirable. This simply reinforced the majority

opinion (56%) given in response to the first item shown in Table 19.

Somewhat along the same lines, a few faculty supported the idea of

extending the current pass/not pass option to all courses, under-
.

graduate and graduate; but their proposal differs from tne large

majority (79%) who disagree with such an extension (see item 9

Table 19).

Perhaps a fourth of the faculty who gave written comments

stated that the current pass/not pass system had their approval,

but half of them went on in their remarks to qualify their support

by suggesting some change. Their proposed changes included just

about every combination of course level, student level and curricular

arrangements conceivable, including all those possibilities given

in the questionnaire.

More than a dozen respondents indicated that they were con-

vinced that most students who used the option neglected part of

their course work and, as a result, learned less. While some

faculty were certain that the option prevented tensions about grades,

others thought that the system actually increased grade conscious-

ness among the students. Divisions of this nature were common among

the comments and they show, perhaps more clearly than responses to

structured questionnaires, the polarity of opinion on this whole

issue of scholastic grading methods. One faculty member commends

the pass/not pass option because ne is convinced it promotes explora-

tion of new course material and four others strongly assert that

the option has snot led to exploration.

A serious charge was made by one respondent that some students

use the option to misrepresent the effective number of units carried

each term; that is, he charged that these students were carrying a
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light workload or, at least, one below minimum standards, while

their records show a standard course unit load. This point vas pre-

sented in Section IV in which the higher than average course unit

load taken by pass/not pass users was noted and some of the impli-

cations of this fact discussed. While the respondent's opinion is

not too different from opinions expressed about students neglectint

their pass/not pass course work, the implication is different, for

the student is not merely hurting himcelf by learning less when he

does not do the work, rather, the respondent is saying that the stu-

dent has gained an unfair advantage over ot.hers who carry standard

loads of wholly letter-graded courses. If the c"aarge is true, it

would point out more than some other inequities, the dilemma of

administering a grading structure composed of conflicting systems.

Other r.egative comments were made about the real or imagined

defects of the current pass/not pass option: (a) Berkeley's experi-

ence to date is not a significant test of optional grading system;

(b) the option is used to avoid some regulation or requirement; (c)

it is used to get a gentlemen's C, (d) a pass grace on the student's

records is a clear indication of weakness in that subject; (e) more

discrimination is needed to measure scholastiq4erformance, not less;

(f) in group projects, students enrolled for a pass/not pass grade

do not do their share of the course work.

STUDENT OPINION

As noted before in this study, there may appear to be some

i'iconsistancies in student attitudes about the value of the pass/not

pass grading system. This tentative finding is reinforced by responses

students gave to two series of questions contained in the Winter sur-

vey of 1971 regarding their attitudes about grading in general and

their opinions about continuing or extending the pass/not pass sys-

tem in particular. The undergraduate respondents reacted negatively
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to statements which posed positive attributes for letter grades.

At the same time, when given the opportunity to agree with proposals

for significant additions to the pass/not pass option, their reac-

tions were not strongly positive. Indeed, when given the opportun-

ity to agree with the proposal of having all undergraduate courses

graded pass/not pass only, their reaction (weighted score) fell on

the negative side of the neutral point in the scale (see Part B,

table 20).

Letter grades, according to a majority of the students, are

not adequate to record progress and performance, do not motivate

one to seek out new material to learn, do not prepare one :or com-

petition after graduation, are not fair and accurate devices for

selecting students for graduate school, financial awards and employ-

ment, and are not affirmations of educational accomplishment (see

Part A, Table 20).

At the same time, a majority of the students were saying

that they do not wish to have all undergraduate courses graded pass/

not pass and they were unenthusiastically positive about making

either all lower division or all graduate courses pass/not pass.

The respondents reacted at about the same low positive level to

most other extensions: making all non-major courses pass/not pass,

allowing students to enroll in two-thirds rather than -one-third of

all their courses for a pass/not pass grade, establishing a new

grading system of honors pass/pass/and not pass. Strong responses,

however, were made by the students to items (1), (18) and (19) in

Table 20. For example, all but 107 of the 1,198 students who answered

the last item (39), "The pass/not pass option should be entirely

discontinued," strongly disagreed by checking the low values of 1

and 2, and of these 986 had checked the value of 1, strongest dis-

agreement. In relation to most of their other responses, this is an

extreme position for the students. Even when they are given a:
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Table 20

STUDEJT ATTITUDES FOR GRADING SYSTEM CHANGES

Per Cent and Weighted Scores of Responses by a Sampl- of Undergraduate Students

Regarding their Attitudes Toward Grading in General and Toward Hypothetical

Proposed Extensions of the Pass/Not Pass Grading System at Berkeley

Survey Item
Number of
Responses
(Maxim=
1,205)

SCALE
WEIGHTED
SCORE

Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree

1 2 I 3 4 5 1 6 7

.

P E R CENT
(A) General Attitude Toward Grading:

Written or oral evaluations by
the instructor would provide more
meaningful feedback than grades 1,202 3 4 3 11 15 27 37 6.6

If equitable provisions for
transfers, graduate school and
fellowships were made, a system
of no grades should be .

established 1,190 5 6 7 14 10 20 38 5.3

Grades act as motivators to
induce students to learn thirgs
they would not otherwise learn 1,197 23 17 14 16 14 12 5 3.4

Grades provide a reasonable and
stanuard way of recording
student progress and performance 1,204 20 22 19 16 13 7 2 3.1

The competition of grades
prepares students for the
competition they will meet after
school 1,187 27 20 13 17 12 6 4 3.0

Students should have grapes as
an affirmatirm of accomplishment 1,200 30 21 15 14 11 6 2 2.8

Grades are a fair and accurate
device for selecting students
for graduate school, fellow
ships and awards, and transfer
from other institutions, and .

employment 1,202 28 26 19 12 10 4 1 2.7

(B) Continuation and Extension of
Pass/Not Pass Grading.:

The present option of pass/not
pass allowing students to take
up to one third of all courses
as pass/not pass should be
continued 1,198 5 4 6 14 11 20 40 5.4

All breadth requirements should
be only pass/not pass courses 1,195 10 7 7 11 12 18 33 4.9

All graduate courses should be
only pass/not pass 1,173 12 8 6 19 12 14 27 4.6
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Table 20 (Continued)

STUDENT ATTITUDES FOR GRADING SYSTEM CHANGES

Survey item
Number of
Responses
(Maximum
1,205)

SCALE

WEIGHTED
SCORE

Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(B) Continuation and Extension of
Pass/Not Pass Grading:
(Continued)

All non-major courses during
the upper division period should
be only pass/not pass 1,196 11 9 10 16 15 14 25 4.6

A grading system of Not pass,
Pass, and Honors should be
established 1,189 14 7 7 17 14 14 25 4.5

Faculty should not know which
students are taking courses
for pass/not pass 1,183 11 7 6 29 10 14 23 4.5

The pass/not pass option should
be extended to two thirds of
all courses 1,198 13 10 8 19 14 14 22 4.4

All non-major courses during
the entire undergraduate period
should be only pass/not pass
courses 1,196 14 10 11 16 13 13 23 4.3

All lower division courses
should be only pass/not pass
courses 1,199 17 12 10 13 10 12 25 4.2

All courses during the under-
graduate period should be only
pass/not pass 1,195 24 13 11 15 8 7 21 3.8

A grade point penalty should
be attached to a Not Pass mark 1,188 52 15 8 11 5 5 4 2.3

The pass/not pass option should
be entirely discontinued 1,198 82 9 3 2 0 1 2 1.4
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opportunity to confirm their desire to see the option continued,

only 475 had checked the extreme positive value of 7.

There is a pattern to the student responses which, when laid

out, dispels any thought of inconsistent behavior. First, most but

not all of the students are dissatisfied with the letter-grade sys-

tem; second, the value the pass/not pass option in its present form

as a relief from the letter grade system; third, extensions of the

pass/not pass option are not viewed by the students as really signi-

ficant improvements; and, lastly, the students are implying that

they want something else.

That something else could be a "no" grade system. The

highest weighted score (6.6) of any survey item was given by the

students to survey item (1) in Table 20 which stated that "written

and oral evaluations by the instructor would provide more meaning-

ful feedback than grades." Additionally a relatively high score

(5.3) was obtained when students agreed that a system of "no

grades" should be established if equitable provisions for transfers,

graduate school and fellowships were made available.

These responses to survey items are reinforced by the indi-

vidual comments made by about one out of every six students who took

the time to write some remarks to the last question, "Do you have any

other comments or suggestions about Pass/Not Pass grading at Berkeley?"

At least half of the written comments were directed at grading in

general rather than specifically at pass/not pass grading. One-

quarter of the writers stated in one form or another that all grades

are bad, including the comment that "grades make students sick

enough to faint."

As with the faculty written comments, the students' comments

add valuable background which can rarely be fully obtained through
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mailed questionnaire techniques (See Appendix J for sample quota-

tions). In the summary of the student remarks which follows, the

number of students who agree with a particular statement are very

few, with these exceptions: first, as already noted, roughly 25%

of the (176) writers stated that grades were of no value, and,

second, another roughly 25% thought that the current pass/not pass

system was helpful to them in one form or another.

SUMMARY EXTRACTIONS OF STUDENT WRITTEN COMMENTS:

Grades are bad because they--(a) stifle student academic inter-

ests (b) inhibit rather than promote learning (c) create severe ten-

sions among many students (d) cause cheating on examinations.

It is not grades but--(a) instructors who stifle productivity

(b) varying competition among different groups of student, e.g.,

sciences versus humanities (c) large lectures which prevent adequate

teacher evaluation (d) arbitrary work assignments by teacher with

no opportunity for students to assist at outset in setting course'

goals.

Grades are good (or are needed) because they--(a) are necessary

for entrance to graduate work (b) create a useful degree of incen-

tive (c) best thing short of teacher evaluation.

Grades should be eliminated and replaced with--(a) teacher eval-

uations (perhaps Santa Cruz system) (b) another method to judge

potential ability for graduate work (c) standard tests for entrance

to graduate work.

The current Pass/Not Pass option is good in that it--(a) is help-

ful, but not enough to be a sufficient correction of the essentially

harmful letter grading system with which it is combined (b) is a

relief from the competitive tension of letter grades (c) increases

exploratory approach to courses, course content and other academic

interest (d) allows a student to carry more units.
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The current Pass/Not Pass option is inadequate in that it--(a)

has the stigma of an "easy way out" (b) does not permit students to

take all non-major courses on the option (c) is not practical for

the student who intends to pursue graduate work or medical studies

(d) does not represent an actual relief from the use of grade-point

average determinations (e) does not permit one to change to a letter

grade late in term or vice-versa (f) is used by some students simply

to enhance their grade-point average (g) should be extended to major

requirements so that students can use the option more fully (h)

exists primarily at the post secondary level and some students are

not prepared to use the option when they first arrive atthe univer-

sity (i) leaves student in doubt as to how well he or she is per-

forming (j) is a stigma since instructors are not interested in

teaching students enrolled for the pass/not pass option (k) treats

the grade of D as a failing grade instead of barely passing (1)

should carry no penalty, that is, the not pass grade should be elim-

inated altogether.

The pass/not pass option could be enhanced, or replaced, by--(a)

extending it to all courses, (b) an honors pass/pass/not pass sys-

tem (c) extending to all courses but with letter-grade option, (d)

extending it to more courses in the major (e) initiating the use of

the option starting in the earliest years of primary education (0

the addition of teacher evaluations of student performances (g) not

allowing the instructor to know who is taking the option (h) extend-

ing it to all upper division non-major courses (i) requiring the

instructor to grade all of the course work during the term on a

pass/not pass basis or permitting student to choose either the letter-

grade option or the pass/not pass option at the end of the term (J)

automatically assigning a P grade to anyone using the option.



SUMMARY

While masking some borderline responses, a fair summary of

faculty and student responses to proposals for extending the pass/not

pass option to more courses or all courses is that the faculty mere

slightly to decidedly negative, and the students were moderately

positive. A rare point of mutual agreement, but not one of high

enthusiasm, is the majority opinion among both faculty and students

that a uniform grading system of honors pass/pass/not pass grading

to replace the current dual letter and pass/not pass grading system

should be instituted. An interesting contrast in attitude appears

in the responses to the proposal that a grade-point penalty be

attached to a not pass mark, that is a simple majority (51%) of the

faculty approved of this change while a sizeable majority (75%) of

the students disapproved.

Other strong responses by the students indicated they do not

want the university to discontinue the current limited pass/not pass

option unless the university were willing to eliminate grades alto-

gether and institute either written or oral evaluations by the fac-

ulty for judging student performance. Whether or not written or

oral evaluations are the answer, the students supported the idea

of eliminating grades if some type of equitable method could be

established for judging which students are most deserving for admis-

sion to graduate school and for receiving awards or fellowships, and

for indicating to transfer schools the relative standing of the

transferee.

The intensity of feeling among both faculty and students on

both sides of the grades versus no-grades issue is most clearly seen

in their written comments given at the end of the survey instruments.

Although the numerous questionnaire items reviewed in this section

and in preceding sections reveal much polarity for both groups, only
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their written comments can reveal the surprising bitterness that

some on one side of the issue feel toward those on the other side.

Fortunately, the vast majority of faculty and students are able to

approach this basic academic problem with a sense of balance between

the obvious need for some kind of evaluation and the equally compel-

ling need to reevaluate a grading system born in a different era

of different social values.
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APPENDIX A

Number and Per Cent of Pass/Not Pass Student and Course Enrollments

at Berkeley Arranged by Selected Groups

FALL 1968

Selected Groups

STUDENT ENROLLMENTS COURSE ENROLLMENTS

Total
Students

Total Students
Taking Pass/Not
Pass Courses

Total
Course

Enrollments

Total Pass/Not
Pass Course
Enrollments

N N Per Cent N N Per Cent

Class

Freshmen 3,589 937 26.1 11,553 938 8.1
Sophomore 3,643 1,727 47.4 12,178 1;729 14.2
Junior 5,860 2,501 42.7 19,508 2,504 12.8
Senior 4,266 1,792 42.0 14,217 1,798 12.4

TOTAL* 17,539 7,1410 40.0 58,016 7,022 12.1

Sex

Male 10,113 3,589 35.5 33,875 3,997 10.6
Female 7,426 3,421 46.1 24,141 3,42'; 14.2

TOTAL* 17,539 7,010 -40.0 58,016 7,022 12.1

Enrollment Status

New 4,237 1.103 26.0 13,673 1,107 8.1
Continuing 12,571 5,654 45.0 42,049 5,660 13.5
Returning 729 251 34.4 2,288 253 11.1

TOTAL* 17,539 7,010 40.0 58,016 7,022 12.1

*Included in the totals, but not shown in the table, are some students
whose class level is either a special or limited matriculation and
some students whose class and/or sex and/or status was not recorded.

Office of Institutiona_ Research
University of .ifornia, Berkeley
February, 1973
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APPENDIX A - continued

Number and Per Cent of Pass/Not Pass Student and Course Enrollments

at Berkeley Arranged by Selected Groups

FALL 1970

Selected Groups

STUDENT ENROLLMENTS COURSE ENROLLMENTS

Total
Students

Total Students
Taking "ass /Not

Pass Courses

Total
Course

Enrollments

Total Pass/Not
Pass Course
Enrollments

N N Per Cent N F Per Cent

Class

Freshmen 4,205 1,236 29.4 13,473 1,316 9.8

Sophomore 3,386 1,355 40.0 11,367 1,1:76 13.0

Junior 6,034 2,188 36.3 20,188 2,363 11.7

Senior 4,203 1,579 37.6 13,819 1,681 12.7

TOTAL* 17,995 6,390 35.5 59,314 6,867 11.6

3ex

Male 10,852 3,647 33.6 35,989 3,885 10.8

Female- 7,141 2,742 38.4 23,317 2,981 12.8

TOTAL* 17,995 6,390 35.5 59,314 6,867 11.6

Enrollment Status

New 4,995 1,328 26.6 15,994 1,399 8.8

Continuing 12,002 4,714 39.3 40,12: 5,090 12.7

Returning 998 348 34.9 3,195 378 11.8

TOTAL* 17,995 6,390 35.5 59,314 6,867 11.6

*Included in the totals, but not shown in the table, are some students
whose class level is either a special or limited matriculation and
some students whose class and/or sex and/or status was not recorded.
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APPENDIX A - continued

Number and Per Cent of Pass/Not Pass Student and Course Enrollments

at Berkeley Arranged by Selected Groups

FALL 1971

Selected Groups

STUDENT ENP.OLIIIENTS COURSE E:il-tOLLITENTS

Total
Students

Total Students
Taking Pass/Not
Pass Courses

Total
Course

Enrollments

Total Pass Not
Pass Course
Enrollments

N N P...r Cent N N Per Cent

Class

Fres:men 3,469 894 25.8 11,238 99- 8.9
Sophomore 3,276 1,250 38.7 11,149 1,1428 12.8
Junior 5,633 ;:,031. 36.1 18,986 '2,316 12.2
Senior 3,323 1,266 38.1 11,263 1,55( 13.8

TOTAL* 15,828 5,1;96 314.7 53,062 6,365 12.0

Sex

Male. 9,697 3,134 3:2;3 32.827 ?,621. 11.0
Female 6,126 2,360 38.5 20,:"18 2,739 13.5

TOTAL* 15,828 ,49(''') -::...: :-.,(", 6,365 12.0

Enrollment Status

New 4,551 1,157 25.4 14,756 1,267 8.6
Continuing 10,551 4,120 39.0 35,950 4,845 13.5
Returning 724 219 30.2 2,350 253 10.8

- 0--
TOTAL* 15,828 5,1496 314;7 53,062 6,365 12.0

*Included in the totals, but not shown in the table, are some students
whose class level is either a special c)r limited matriculatin and
some students whose class and/or sex and/or status was not recorded.

Office o: Instit.ltional :esearch
University of California, Berkeley
February, 1973
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APPENDIX B

Per Cent of Course Enrollments Which Were Graded Pass/Not Pass- -

New, Continuing, and Returning Undergraduate Students

by Class at Berkeley

Enrollment
Status

Total
Number of

Course
Enroll-
ments

PER CENT OF TOTAL ENROLLMENTS
GRADED PASS/NOT PASS

.

CLASS

Fresh-
men

Sopho-
more Junior

Oth,W
Se:aior I Unknown Total

FALL 1968.

New 13,673 6 12 10 7 1 8

Continuing 42,049 12 15 14 13 11 13

Returning 2,288 5 12 11 12 9 11

TOTAL
*

.58,016 8 14 13 13 9 12

FALL 1970

New 15,994 8 10 9 7 14 9

Continuing 40,125 12 13 13 12 9 13

Returning 3,195 10 14 13 10 4 12

TOTAL
*

59,314 10 13 12 12 7 11

PALL 1971

New 14,756 8 11 9 8 16 8

Continuing 35,950 11 13 13 14 17 13

Returning 2,350 7 11 11 11 10 11

TOTAL
*

53,062
_

9 13 12 14 16 12
.

Totals include 6 enrollments for whom no status identification was made.

Office of Institutional Research
University of California, Berkeley

February, 1973
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APPENDIX C

Number and Per Cent of Undergraduate Students Among all Undergraduate Sttients

Who Enrolled for Pass/Not Pass Grades

and Ntezber and Per Cent of Course Enrollments Among all Course Enrollments

These Students Created at Berkeley

--Students Arranged by Major Field of study-

_ FALL 1968

Students
by

;..ajar Field

°d
Study

STUDENT ENROLLMENT COURSE ENIMIMENTS

Total Stu-
dents in

Maior

Total Students Tak-
ing Course's for a

Pass/Not Pass Grade

Total
Course

Enrollments

--to
Total Pass/Not
Pass Course
Enrollments

N N Per Cent f N N I Per Cent

Agricultural Sciences 220 58 26.4 70C 58 8.3

Chemistry 386 112 29.0 1,404 113 8.0

Engiheering 1,277 471 36.9 4,737 472 10.0

Environmental Design 819 274 33.5 2,94 276 9.4

Ethnic Studies - - - - - -

Trofessional Schools (811) (241) (29.7) (2,748) (241) (8.8)

I.3usiness

Adrinistration 480 175 3.5 1,479 175 11.8

C:iminology 105 31 29.5 375 31 8.3

Forestry &
Conservation 75 5 6.7 270 5 1.8

Optometry 151 30 19.9 624 30 4.8

Letters 1 Science (14;026) (5,C54) (41.7) (45,506) (5,862) (12.9)

Biological Sciences 731 250 34.2 2,416 250 10.3

Humanities 2,120 1,000 47.2 6,967 1,005 14.4

Physical Sciences 689 316 45.9 2,468 316 12.8

Social Sciences 3,548 1,706 46.8 11,526 1,707 14.8

Unclassified/
Lower Division 6,838 2,582 37.8 22,129 2,584 11.7

TOTAL 17,539 7,010 40.0 58,016 7,022 12.1

Office of Institutions- Research
University of Californ.2, Berkeley
February, 1973
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APPENDIX C continued

Number and Per Cent of Undergraduate Students Among all Undergraduate Students

Who Enrolled for Pass/Not Pass Grades

and Number and Per Cent of Course Enrollments Among all Course Enrollments

These Students Created at Berkeley

--Students Arranged by Major Field of Study--

FALL 1970

Students
by

STUDENT ENROLLMENT COURSE ENRO:I27,0:....-"S

Major Field
of

Study

Total Stu-
dents in
the Major

Total Students Tak-
ing Courses for a
Pass/Not Pass Grade

Total
Course

Enrollments

_ 'al Pass/Not
?ass Course
Enrollment

iv N Per Cent Li Per Cent

Agricultural Sciences 358 112 31.3 1,194 24 10.4

Chemistry 370 102 27.6 1,323 107 8.1

Engineering 1,354 496 36.6 4,988 500 10.0

Environmental Design 718 198 27.6 2,391, 212 8.9

Ethnic Studies 100.0 3 33.3

Professional Schools (94o) (311) (33.1)

Business
Administration 519 139 36.4 _

Criminology : 5 12.1

Forestry &

Conservation. 0). 11 11.7 ; -

Optometry 194 61 31.1 7Li 8.2

Letters & Science (14,254) (5,170) (36.3) (46,227) (5,602) (1:%L)

Biological Science 754 224 29.7 2,516 236 9.4

Humanities 1,761 6h3 36.5 5,766 697 12.1

Physical Sciences 631 253 40.1 2,155 277 12.8

Social Sciences 3,600 1,408 39.1 11,533 1,523 13.2

Unclassified/
Lower Division 7,508 2,642 35.2 24,257 2,869 11.8

TOTAL 17,99'2 6, X90 ,5.5 59,311- 11.6

Office of Institu'iona. Research
University of California, Berkeley
February, 1973



APPENDIX C - continued

Number and Per Cent of Undergraduate Students Among all Undergraduate Students

Who Enrolled for Pass/Not Pass Grades

and Number and Pe' Cent of Course Enrollments Among all Course Enrollments

These Students Created at Berkeley

--Students Arranged by Major Field of Study--

FALL 1971

Students
by

Major Field
of

Study

STUDENT ENROLLMENT COURSE ENP,OLLP1ENTS

Total Stu-

dents in
fthe Major

Total Students Tak-
ing Courses for a
Pass/Not Pass Grade

Total
Course

Enrollments

Tota2 :'ass /Not

Pass Course
Enrollments

N N Per Cent N N Per Cent

Agricultural Sciences 473 147 31.1 1,641 168 10.2

Chemistry 346 82 23.7 1,206 89 7.4

Engineering 1,258 394 31.3 4,764 431 9.0

Environmental Design 546 131 24.0 1,815 146 8.0

Ethnic Sttdies 11 4 36.4 36 7 19.4

Professional Schools 1 (826) (276) (33.4) (2,838) (375) (13.2)

Business
Administration 436 138 31.6 1,380 140 10.1

Criminology 110 29 26.4 349 33 9.5

Forestry &
Conservation 78 16 20.5 278 18 6.5

Optometry 202 93 46.0 831 184 22.1

Letters & Science (12,368) (4,462) (36.0) (40,762) (5,149) (12.6)

Biological Sciences 833 275 33.0 2,937 321 10.9

Humanities 1,493 594 39.8 4,949 715 14.4

Physical Sciences 504 193 38.3
. 1,773 232 13.1

Social Sciences 3,215 1,283 39.9 10,401 1,496 14.4

Unclassified/
Lower Division 6,323 2,117 33.5 20,702 2,385 11.5

TOTAL 15,828 5,496 34.7 53,062 6,365 12.0

-112-
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APPENDIX D

Number and Per Cent of Pass/Not Pass Enrollments

Taken by Undergraduate Students in the Berkeley Departments of Instruction

Arranged by Subject Areas--Lower, Upper, and Graduate Division Course Levels

FALL 1968

Departments of
Instruction

by
Subject Areas

Divisional
Course
Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number of
Pass/Not Pass

Course
Enrollments

Per Cent of
Pass/Not Pass

Course Enrollments

Agricultural Sciences Lower 742 293 39.5

Upper 358 5 1.4

Graduate 1 - -

TOTAL 1,101 298 27.1

Chemistry Lower 2,047 54 2.6

Upper 523 1 .2

Graduate 10 - -

TOTAL 2,580 55 2.1

Engineering Lower 581 10 1.7

Upper 2,247 82 3.6

Graduate 10 1 10.0

TOTAL 2,838 93 3.3

Environmental Design
__

Lower 684 40 5 8

Upper 1,180 50 4.2

Graduate 491 7 1.4

TOTAL 2,355 97 4.1

Ethnic Studies Lower - - -

Upper - - -

Graduate - -

TOTAL - - -

Office of Institutional Research
University of California, Berkeley
February, 1973

continued
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APPENDIX D - continued

FALL 1968

Departments of
Instruction

by
Subject Areas

Divisional
Course
Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number
Pass/Not Pass

Course
Enrollments

Per Cent of
Fass/Not Pass

Course Enrollments

Professional Schools Lower 364 41 11.3

Upper 2,623 221 8.4

Graduate 29 - -

TOTAL 3,016 262 8.7

Letters & Science Lower 24,661 3,578 14.5

Upper 21,288 2,630 12.3

Graduate 177 c, 5.1

TOTAL 46,126 6,217 13.5
Biological Sciences Lower 1,605 356 22.2

Upper 1,789 53 3.0

Graduate 32
3 _,

9.4

TOTAL 3,426 412 12.0

.Humanities Lower 11,911 1,029 8.6

Upper 5,887 694 11.8

Graduate 19 1
. 5.3

TOTAL 17,817 1,724 9.7

Physical Sciences Lower 5,780 906 15.7

Upper 2,011 91 4.5

Graduate 63 1 1.6

TOTAL 7,854 998 12.7

Social Sciences Lower 5,075 1,168 23.0

Upper 10,866 1,513 13.9

Graduate 63 4 6.3

TOTAL 16,004 2,685 16.8

-114-
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APPENDIX D - continued

FALL 1968

Departments of
Instruction

by
Subject Areas

Divisional

Course
Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number
Pass/Not Pass

Course
Enrollments

Per Cent of
Pass/Not Pass

Course Enrollments

,

Other Lower 290 119 41.0

Upper 735 279 38.0

Graduate - - -

TOTAL 1,025 398 38.8

TOTAL Lower 29,079 4,016 13.8

Upper 28,219 2,989 10.6

Graduate 718 17 2.4

TOTAL 58,016 7,022 12.1

...

-115-
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APPENDIX D

Number and Per Cent of Pass/Not Pass Enrollments

Taken by Undergraduate Studen...s in the Berkeley Departments of Instruction

Arranged by Subject Areas--Lower, Upper, and Graduate Division Course Levels

FALL 1970

Departments of
Instruction

Iv

Subject Areaf,

Divisional
Course

Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number of
Pass/Not Pass

Course
Enrollments

Per Cent of
Pass/Not Pass

Course Enrollments

Agricultural Sciences Lower 52 7 13.5

Upper 420 26 6.2

Graduate 5 - -

TOTAL 477 33 6.9

Chemistry Lower 2,239 54 2.4

Upper 559 7 1.2

Graduate 8 - -

TOTAL 2,806 61
--

2.2

Engineering Lower 654 17 2.6

Upper 2,265 98 4.3

Graduate 24 - -

TOTAL 2,943 115 3.9

Environmental Design Lower 369 14 3.8

Upper 1,361 81 5.9

Graduate 204 4 2.0
)

TOTAL 1,934 99 5.1

Ethnic Studies Lower 718 201 28.0

Upper 817 77 9.4

Graduate 2

TOTAL 1,537 278 18.1

Office of Institutional Research
University of California, Berkeley
February, 1973

continued



APPENDIX D - continued

FALL 1970

Departments of

Instruction

by

Subject Areas 1

Divisional

Course

Levels

Total

Course

Enrollments

Number of

Pass/Not Pass

Course

Enrollments

Per Cent of

Pass/I:ot Pass

Course Enrollments

Professional Schools Lower 536 56 10.4

Upper 4,499 874 19.4

Graduate 67 6 9.0

TOTAL 5,102 936 18.3

Letters & Science Lower 20,199 2,776 13.7

Upper 24,037 2,542 10.5

Graduate 279 27 9.6

TOTAL ,515 5,3 5 12.0

Biological Sciences Lower 1,385 289 20.9

Upper 2,053 120 5.e

Graduate 69 9 13.0

TOTAL 3,507 418 11.9

Humanities Lower 8,560 1,232 14..

Upper 6,888 809 11.7

Graduate 49 2 4.1

TOTAL 15,497 2,043 13.2

Physical Sciences Lower 5,025 432 8.E

Upper 2,286 160 7.0

Graduate 93 13 14.0

TOTAL 7,404 605 8.2

Social Sciences Lower 4,463 728 16.

Upper 12,719 1,444 11.3

Graduate 68 3 )4.4

.

[

TOTAL 17,250 2,175 12.6
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APPENDIX D - continued

FALL 1970

Departments of
Instruction

by

Subject Areas

Divisional
Course
Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number of
Pass/Not Pass

Course
Enrollments

Per Cent of
Pass/Not Pass
Course Enrollments

Other Lower 766 95 12.4

Upper 91 9 9.9

Graduate - - -

TOTAL 857 104 12.1

TOTAL Lower 24,767 3,125 12.6

Upper 33,958 3,705 10.9

Graduate 589 37 6.3

TOTAL 59,314 6,867 11.6

-118-
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APPENDIX D

Number and Per Cent of Pass/Not Pass Enrollments

Taken by Undergraduate Students in the Berkeley Departments of Instruction.

Arranged by Subject Areas--Lower, Upper, and Graduate Division Course Levels

FALL 1971

Departments of
Instruction

by

Subject Areas

Divisional
Course
Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number of
Pass/Not Pass

Course
Enrollments

Per Cent of
Pass/Not Pass

Course Enrollments

Agricultural Sciences Lower 101 39 38.6

Upper 590 39 6.6

Graduate 2 - -

TOTAL 693 78 11.3

Chemistry Lower 2,538 50 2.0

Upper 475 9 1.9

Graduate 7 1 14.3

TOTAL 3,020 60 2.0

Engineering Lower 649 15 2.3

Upper 2,108 56 2.7

Graduate 34 7 20.6

TOTAL 2,791 78 2.8

Environmental Design Lower 374 4 1.1

Upper 1,033 64 6.2

Graduate 41 - -

TOTAL 1,448 68 4.7

Ethnic Studies Lower 426 110 25.8

Upper 703 62 8.8

Graduate - - -

TOTAL 1,129 172 15.2

-119-
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APPENDIX 0 - continued

FALL 1971

Departments of
Instruction

by

Subject Areas

Divisional
Course
Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number of
Pass/Not Pass

Course

Enrollments

Per Cent of
Pass/Not Pass

Course Enrollments

Professional Schools Lower 516 58 11.2

Upper 4,358 1,016 2'.

Graduate 49 5 10.2

TOTAL 4,923 1,079 21.9

Letters & Science Lower 18,384 2,334 12.7

Upper 20,441 2,437 11.9

Graduate 233 23 9.9

TOTAL 39,058 4,830 12.4

Biological Sciences Lower 1,363 215 15.8

Upper 2,337 140 6.0

Graduate 57 6 10.5

TOTAL 3,757 361 9.6

Humanities Lower 7,103 1,123 15.8

Upper 5,786 976 16.9

Graduate 25 - -

TOTAL 12,914 2,101 16.3

Physical Sciences Lower 5,2e5 408 . 7.7

Upper 1,894 119 6.3

Graduate 96 14 14.6

TOTAL 7,275 541 7.1»

Social Sciences Lower ',823 515 13.5

Upper 10,136 1,202 11.9

Graduate 52 2 3.8

TOTAL 14,011 1,719 12.3

-120-
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APPENDIX D - continued

FALL 1971

Departments of
Instruction

by

Subject Areas

Divisional
Course
Levels

Total
Course

Enrollments

Number of
Pass/Not Pass

Course
Enrollments

Per Cent of
Pass/Not Pass

Course Enrollments

Other Lower 810 TR 9.0

Upper 288 34 11.8

Graduate 3 1 33.3

TOTAL 1,101 108 9.8

TOTAL Lower 22,988 2,610 11.3

Upper 29,708 3,719 12.5

Graduate 366 36 9.8

TOTAL 53,062 6,365 12.0

-121-
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PR NGI-:-_SURV

v experience =with the = P /NP 'Opt:4)0,4z- two years -17

course -his:1eeir;genera;ly every:- good-t, Some °s
said fri*iy- itent

their P NP course lb* al#1er'-apirtei
they get 'behind: in: course =worms _generally:- But__ others- =have=
said =t4-e_ -c?ppos#, -agree: there=
of z faction to= _the =i? /Il? _opt3 Sri;; _varies with _the° :subject-
hatter of tile; _course, how _interested theLL .student is in: it;.
hcrkV4-1 they, -think taught;;_

1hitl,#-Iit-t,= nIPOs'''
at a Tit better

o_I-ititzter:ot'inteteitialhdY-fteep:dtictittiok_fitencouraged_
n *1;01.4

-e_incl4nteret:Azia-__teieliihiejk_the!fiourse=i01*.- That =e epee
Once =is drawn ;. _-_ 1

very tough theoretical readin ct--0114416,1:_ieftelidi=
iteeitiiteda'df .etid

that the -_context,,of othe
things = 011-_ teed
For' e:-b a

4114ehts:- 1;dett
thei-f =thiir45:14-4Tifikiiitsitheiff °s =ome

iffer`.ence 'The 00
n--a- t oust-
udents_; comes in students mechanics

:about__ their cif-10:e
unable an a series_

f they-i:IiiYir, to= 1



=

-

-
overcome that ckniciar:a and emotional _didtande from ideas and

_skills seeds-- to cl-e--hOdt 114:et' to help students_
_

their;r-,-edUctitiorii

I am very #.tispit,ry favor of the PPM dyStein; y_;t--,
knOW- 3, would have Wanted to have nothing to do Wlth it -when,
I was an undergraduate. I was a- -good atudent, did not .suffer
from Working under- tehdioni and %anted- °.the cual ty of mtiv ,work
recognized.- I CohPeteriti: even brilliant,_
fellow =StOdehts- 14blOw--,ui"-_-onexaninatibnd or fail, to _,adk
itUettion* c***- -of-,ShOW-ing "ignorance.,"

have taught many such tende",,,grade=h4erited atUdentd-,,and
I think -that- for therm the--P110- real
ing, 1* *110- 4Writ 44rold, the =worry 'about. what a.- /NP

th=do- to their--Gr:-G =siiotad _alSO like to Point
_

out lioti4SWOh-the-,presence--:Of,''one- students
improves Clitt-,-:iitmodtheht-and: teaCber letfortande-.- The 4:!/_NP.

-aueet-i-ontT-Wirkeh-lliene=
1U-e-=-436-tri- the: lotw :students :(who _maw understood
-either=)-,and the teaohei- will Vork 'On:making. the ,p-i'obleril
easier for her .next i_ nCreate student _inter'est in
taking PINP _doili!ses;:ts_ome =way_ of clisc_onneetifivP/IIP the
overall GPA should' *Invented so- -that Wohld truly be an
intelieetitai-fidi_entui!e__.-

;Studente appear -'to work less or show less ten-
TRathep, their effottd and tension seem- to be direoted,

not toward meeting_ the inztructor'_a requirements_ for_ course, _ - -
trit4:bilt_Tathet ito -.theidhbatarice, of the course:_ theJpr.)-cesiii*e- -o.-4464:,_deat student -critici -sm' of the
course- Content,' indlUding_ that_ of predentation4_,ete. 14-40.

-pu sk-fri-hok more From. a; course
=designed and controlled by the indttnOtot,_ the PIN-1" course_
_bed_OrSed One _Witioduen,-Student ihvoiVeinent and -,p_eaSute_
irieet-:tithat_ the = stLldl tS iii_e4ey-e__-4:=1-i'iteietrerit_i it, The _ind_trd,Ctoi'
*at change his- presentation in many ways While still tedIPt,
frit to -C:OVet e--t-tr'nctOe _Or ,substance= _hit_ obtute.. it
Becomes a truly difficult challenge:=

-

-Oohti-dn td,
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APNb I continued

AuLtv OMME1TS -

With p'4y onj or tw eccCptions, y P/iP students haye
téefi fe,rin rade in a strange subjet but becuse

thêy aiè fieer and pore Qonfident in their approach to their
èlas work, they tend to get uëh highef raae than they
ee5te4 They appear tO iork More §tedilY, and to exhibit

urt Of enthusiam, than tudtnts in the equivalent letter
âdês, yhô oMëtie go into deprsive slps o are unable

tO finish the ãoursê b4se of anxiety about the final
The P/NP sytC1 apastoevery succesfu1, as tar as the
stuaeni I haie seen Thë-e has bëx on1 oñ poible case
of áue ot the P/NP svstmaniong my former student All
the süéãted cafés of plaiai , etç , have been n& let-
tèr-radd stuents--usuaily ones wIth abnOrmal pressure on
théii 'or a ãertain grade (which they ight well have fecëived
withOut feftIñ tO thêe iëthods)

FSudcess o± the /P svsem depenas strng1y on the
ididuã1 tuden OtQn PiN? optrnerely ifts the
ritefioñ of' a "" côure from those offering easy grades
to thôe ôfferingig1ft work loads- However, the advantages
Of the P/NP stêMêstãted in the ävê léter are quite2 ãeãI1ih äiid it is My opiri6n the ptogra should cqntinue
uidë &âful Obëtjoi ànd tudi

ëhaps the Mogt vs ble eftéät of ie P/IF system is
that it rnikes the tèache 1e of a judgeover his students

--- - This make the re1aionship more unambiguously sipportiye
fëiätiOnhip--tiiere i less latent hptiiity n b9th sides
I thiflk thi makes the mutual exploration ô poblerns mor
tifrulitiij fÔP, eve one

It nir pêronal opinion that the studênregardle&.
of hi GPA--siould be allowed to elect /iP evaluation more
generally than in the pest But I aso feel ve_ry stngi
that èmay cheat irnif we do not ver sbstantially improve
the ädiing I consider the scheme which places adyising
eonsibilit substantially in the hands of students to be

-

¼

- - - -

- -

Oitiñued
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-iItfctt,eStie:idtiori Students are eh e
je1400--Opat, ,T40y, iktreL: ialso3

allowed to pursue: a._fra merited- and _.goal =less
a

- e440:4011164
r_alTl:=simpy because =we, would rather _be _about ;our research;
an =tok aSth=:14.1i4=

- conua.nue



Seems des=ratite :for providing- _tuce nts O pport u riity
Tale- courses would--kc6i.4 it ,traded used

411--64-Totion is either
or; where 60'104 extrinsic torces,13;eittiii--77as

student bf--,:taci0b4oh-o-

Generally :Favorab=le oiroferitt-' fo-f, Letter- ;Grading

,
tiist-- the !P/NP' system -seemed but 'from what_ _

he f_.-±76,-fif--,,St_icileit-S. ands .farcul-tY_ itUtle-Ot_.

biised..by _lazy "pOhtaiientioUt-. Stuclerits:,

mess. the-f-e- is, some over..= riding _reason_ ;for _,P %NP_'', I°
=
=favor

ra44_;-w of-ofirewax

I_ ,favor _strong; _coin

scrim nat on, 4-*.fEhe_

1161 tOf _example s, a system=of

generated -by personal-
iretween tshe:,SstUtte-fit theatii_tbietS-6±;, and

ihdapenderit-

:to- concerning
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'APPENDI=X=_ I continued

M4401;:-

it15'thes development 45.t technique.
Initially ttio 40641514-0_i*tiuie4= must

the 'student:1.:6-1.407010#1
irikt -Ong "is* ,t1614 :gl-pbci

erl_Oniefiee; if ',_yOlAt*,-a.=,,po'z'isipiiotii=iyojw-iii00; .cons der _i=tFa
=

muso don't
:Iiiiit=mod atelj s

-6:10:1t_4-0.:ifii- it _writs help
-6444 ,on- ANO-ii?:as tOderits: =want" `to

For tt*it t4ey,fiotyithe:-*jedtitiV of*,:gtsystem,, tot the; subjectivity evaluative record.,

do ,

=
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EACULTYCOMlENTS

enc-Ourged- the .adientlet to, take u. am the htr-anitieei.
!nor the Student in,humanitires to flex;nie -mental muscles, in _ ;=

the sciences . It has tended to,,I)e-Come .6.--_,,deyICe- tbr _:eVoidint.
e_ericiife.;:t.TOTk in the degignated-=gbiii'Se.,! _qt,Iii-4-iii;kt- a:4- t-0,t--i_t!..e,

_ .
.... _gsrototh has not decreased grade-conedsiousheet,4_4:hae-- _in eed t.., .-

'been uted- all too- treduent--lY t6 help :maintain or increase _Ones.

adise,=i5Otiit,':akieT'ateli-;__

_i--haVre found .O:iat_-th---1?.ietter -1-'..443-40; -17!0Ict:t_ly-, * t-6-;,.k.-4,
work=-and, at leaet, one of these petition after ..eannt'Otiarter
the course has teen given to ,Change tO.4?...1:-,0tveit-g-iti.-46..._ Ah-olit,
half the P/NP .students take a gentleMante C"1:77:4146rk=rianifnallY
put little into the iColaree-,. & ,g'o-t,,1:ittl-e;--orit-Of it _lheY--,r_re-
along foi! the n 4e-, -i-,-,tiiiit -ii'tine-=;==i-ii:0 me 4-'4.4, 4§-1='Viii-----4=1,

..:,

;Oan -cletetinifie_i_ the.:-':'-'414,eat TTetaiiii,fifitiST:_liati=_Keit-lri ed0Taiiie:
--i-i-ripaot__,either -On .MY course, -Or Tindee--d= On the ;etUderit e: In it ',.- = ; indeed, or
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APPENDIX I- --contt-ued

FACULTY COMMENTS

During the period 1965-69 while the Pass/Not Pass option
was being tried here, I had a daughter at Santa Cruz which
operated (in theory, at least) entirely on the Pass/Not Pass
basis. I observed the results closely at both schools, and
found striking differences: 1) At Santa Cruz, many and prob-
ably most studentS worked as hard for Pass grades as they
did for letter grades at Berkeley. At Berkeley, I do not
think that they did, and many planned in advance to "just get
by". 2)- At Santa Cruz, and probably at every school using
Pass/Not Pass Systems, grades or evaluations or some kind of
eauivalents are actually kept either by the Registrar, the
Departments, or by individual professors. These are used to
write recommendations for graduate schools, among other
things. In effect, grades are kept but just not communi-
cated to the students. The StudentS come to know this, and
arrange in straightforward or devious ways to see the- evalu-
ations or otherwise to learn their contents. Some professors
make their evaluations available either generally or to the
students evaluated, whether or not this is approved by the
faculty generally- 3) Because evaluations of some kind must
be recorded for future use, I think a grading s:?stem, with
all its faults, is preferable to informal alternatives.
Mainly this is because the alternativeS are not easily con-
trolled or compared. For example, some are rather-off-hand
statements like "Did average work in my course." I feel
certain that the burden of writing_textual evaluations will
eventually force Santa Cruz, like other schools, into some-
thing approaching a grading system; this may or may not
include transmission of grades to students. 4) I recommend
normal enrollment for letter grades for all students in all
classes at Berkeley, with advance arrangements for the exclu-
sion of optional electives from the "Grade-point Average in
Major Program" figure facilitated.

One girl took my course in general [agriculture course]
P/NP. Later she regreted not taking a grade since she did
very well on the mid-term. However, as the term drew to a
close her grades in our course- fell sharply and she finished
with a letter grade of C. She clearly had to give most of
her efforts to the letter graded course. Graduates: A
faculty-student re-examination of seminars led us to offer
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one on P/NP. It was an excellent means to promote discussion
& controversy but the coverage of material was less thorough.
Next quarter we again offered the P/NP seminar with a reduced
enrollment -and increased auditors. Thit-ouarter we had all
auditors and no student enrolled. The students came to lis-
ten &discuss with-no "strings" attached. I believe this is
a- valuable kind-of teaching situation, but must be alternated
with graded Seminars in which the student's ability is
strained and stretched to greater adhieveMents.

Prefer-to Ste Changes in The Grading Systems

There is no queStion in my mind as to the desirability
Of the P/NP system: it" s rather a matter of extending it to
the point where it actually does begin to bring about tome-of
the conditions which inrtheOry it is aiming for. As longraS
it remains such a tangential, de-eMphasiZed part of the edu.=
cational program here, I am-sure that it will remain not -only
ineffeCtiVe but selfdefeatingf stUdentt will use it to create_
more time for thote courses in which they are dOminated by the-
threat or_promite of a letter-grade; whatother result could
one- possibly expeCt? lain-all for a- general -P/NP-grading
system,- and yet I realize what -a ouixOtid dream th.Lait. At
a result, I remain profoundly pessimistic about the potai-
bilitiat and future Of the UCB P/NP system, bUt as one who
is very -much of the -P/NP philosophy. One very practical
result of this survey: I hadn't been aware that proft could__
teach a course entirely on a P/NPbatis: T intend to look
into this immediately.

I belieVe many /some studentS perform better when
courses are distinctly structured-- including the rewards for
achievethent--i.e:, lettered grades. Othert are capable of
"expanding" without "out-side" motivation(contrived motivation)
and these students should not be penalized beyond the minimum
needed to make "gradaaChievement" Workable Tor those needing
it. Students should have options-- during what I hope will be
a transition from a predominately "artificial" motivating
system to One more attuned to rapidly changing directions and
Values in our society.
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The aims of the P/NP system are certainly desirable,
but until the system is utilized more widely in loweadth

requirements and non-major=related electives, the aims can-
not be met. Probably the majority of graduate courses (surely.
seminars, etc.) could be P/NP and would encourage independent
work on a noncompetitive basis.

T feel that the goal of P/NP is good, i.e., to permit
more fleXibility and lessgrade-consciousness, But I feel
too that it encourages indifference & carelessness in some
students at the same time that it encourages others to be

. more creative and less-cautious. And it seems only fair to
be able to distinguish those who really excel and-wOrk hard,
so I dm very much in favor of-the NP /Pass /Honor system.

The P/NP system is basically a reasonable idea, and in
general, it does perMit students to obtain- breadth of inter-
est in areas in which they might not delVe if -ail courses had
to be taken for a grade. It a9pears to encourage exploration
into Courses that otherwise might be -shunned. The System is
apparently quite beneficial to Some: ... It appears to Me,
howeVer, that tha_greateat number of _students_ use the-system
aS__6.- means by which they can do-what used to-be termed- "gentle-I

manly C" work without the penalty of getting-a C grade and
having that grade counted in their grade -point average. This
.MaY not be-unreasonable, -but- the inatru^ter is-left seeing a.
number -of students struggling to simply by with as little
effort as possible and with as little attention asTossible.
In courses in which a certain amount Of _give and-take between
students and instructor is encouraged, students -with the
"Struggling to -get by" attitude function essentially as a
drag anchor. A-large proportion of students with this atti-
tude in a class can-have-a real damper effect on the conduct
of the class and as a result, serious students wh6 relish the
give and take -as a part of their educational-eknerience suf-
fer. Perhaps an answer to this -problem is to permit the
instructor to indicate if specific courses may be taken on a

--:P/NP basis and thus permit some courses, Or at least Certain
courses at any given time,- not to be Open to P/NP grading.
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In the Winter Quarter of 1968 I made an analysis of the
grades on the final examination for [a lower, division human
ities course); there were nearly 300 students, roughly one
third P/NP. The examination was graded as objectively as
humanly possible (each TA reading one essay question ti ough
all the bluebooks) and the questions were designed to est
accumulated understanding of the material, not straight
memory (although some reasonable familiarity with names al
dates was necessary). The curve for the P/NP students had
essentially the same shape as that for the others, but its
bulges were exactly half a grade lower. Almost.all the
failures in the course were P/NP. My personal view is to
favor very strongly the adoption of a scale: Honors, Pasz,
Fail. (I don't really mind Not Pass, but .I think Fail sounds
more honest; I think I would insulate it from the Grade Point
System juat as Not Pass is at pTesent.) This scale would
have the important effect of recognizing superior performance
by a student taking a course far outside his major -- and
certainly there are a significant number of students who now
do very good work while taking a,course ,P/NP, though I find
it rare that they do better than B plus. It would also offer
some inducement to such"a student to carry through and do
superior work, particularly when the pressure builds up in
his graded coursez. ... Despite the recognition of superior
work which this scale would allow it would-not lead to grade-
grubbing to maintain a GPA, since its results could not be
computed mathemeically, but only interpreted nualitatively.

I feel that the P/NP syStem would have considerable
advantage if it were used as a means of preventing students
.from being penalized for taking difficult courses instead
of easy ones. The GPA does not reflect the difficulty of
the courses. However, the option is used as a supplement to
avoiding hard courses, not an alternative. If specific
courses were designated as open to the P/NP option for par-
ticular curricula, the system might work. Thus a biology
major might be allowed to take some additional mathematics
or languages beyond the basic courses on this basis.
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I have seen the effect of P/NP from the viewpoint of a
parent as well as a faculty member. I noticed that they
signed up for courses on a p/NP basis when they had doubts
about their depth of interest. However, in many cases they
became interested in the course but did not get-maximum bene-
fit from it because they were putting most of their efforts
into their other courses. It is my belief that all courses
should be on the same basis, except for such things as P.E.-,

music perXormance, etc. Teaching certain experimental courses
on a P/NP basis could be desirable but I do not approve the
system for the typical course unless we go all the way as
Santa Cruz has done.

In mathematics in general, ttuaents_must keep-up with
the homework or-they get hopelessly lost. Students taking
math on-a pess-fail rbasisistop doing-the work when the going
gets tough -in- -the other-courset, thereby essentially dropping

= the-P/NP course << Perhaps the best thing would be to -allow
students to drop a course at any time without penalty or drop
grades entirely. -But let' -s face it, as long as there are jobs-
and graduate-tthools-to-apply to, there-will be-some insidious
Method of student comparison. Perhaps- grades-are less trou-
l-letome than_other wayt, ,but-tt really bothers me -that-so
Much emphasis Is placed-on the "GPA."

I should like'to see all course grades abolished, and
students examined (in part orally) on major and minor (or
distribution) fields annually or, better still, at two-year
'intervals (i.e., when entering the upper division, & when
graduating).

I would prefer to use the notation "Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory", thus making a C- the lowest "passing" score.
I don't like to see prerequisite courses for the major given
ona "pass/not pass" basis because there is no way of evalu-
ating the student's level of preparation (though we face this
all,the time in the case of transfer students). By and large,
the P/NP system seems to do what is claimed for it but to a
much smaller extent than is claimed for it.
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From the professor's perspective, P/NP courses are
advantageous in blunting the grading/evaluation function.
This is inappropriate, I think, when advanced students are
being taught--where evaluation means more than grading,
where systematic attention to specific student skills is
needed by the student. ... I am sure, in my own mind, that
P/NP encourages some students in intellectual/scholarly
"lazineSs", but this is a moral judgment and, cynically, the
graded courses do not shut out such students either; P/NP

may merely (attract) concentrate them some, but so do Mickey-
Mouse-graded courses.

I feel very strongly that all courses should be oh a
"pass-not pass-honors pass" basis. Any student should have
the option of receiving a letter grade in any class; he
should be free to choose or reject this optiOn near the end
of the Quarter, and he should hay.e the right to a candid
estimate of his letter grade for the elapsed portion of his
course before making his choice.

I teach in a graduate school with very few undergradu-
ates enrolled in my courses. In general, particularly since
the advent of the quarter system and the tendency to give
all A's or B's- anyhow, [I doubt] that grading in individual
courses serves much useful purpose. I'd like to see larger
segments of achievement assessed in a functional way - e.g.,
performance in research, scholarly activity, professional
internships, etc.

In every 'se that I have met, either in class or as
an advisor, the t:iiP option was used solely to avoid some
regulation, requirement, or the like. ... It is my opinion
that a class should be either graded all P/NPor no P/NP.
In general a course graded P/NP should provide substantially
fewer units, than one graded no P_ /NP. Can-there be any
real doubt that P/NP leads to a lower academic standard? ...

Doesn't the solution reside in better courses, better orga-
nized and better taught?
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Berkeley's experience thus far with P/NP is not signifi-
cant. Even the results of this ouestionnaire will tell us
little about the potential uses and/or dangers of a thorough-
going P/NP system. :Professors intrusted, as-I WI, in an
expansion of P/NP would be very interested in a report of
some institution's full trial of the system.
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STUDEKI 1MMENTS_

WINTER SURVEY 1971

Note--Comments are arranged into eight generally
-different sentiments. Individual remarks
may cover more than one of these sentiments.

1) The Pass/Not'Pass option is good and should
be extended.

2) Students should be free to-enroll in each
course for either a Pass/Not Pass grade or
a standard letter grade.

The-Pass/Not Pass cption permits students to
-abuse the system.

4) The faculty should provide more oral and
written evaluations.

5) The faculty dislike Past/Not Pass -grading

and-evaluate those-who use the option
accordingly,

6) The present educational systeM stresses
grades and-grades are preferred over Pass/
Not Pass option.

7) Standard letter grades are needed for motiva-
ting student performance.

8) Standard-letter grades are harmful and should
be replaced by something better."

Office of Institutional Research
Univertity of California, Berkeley
February, 1973
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Pass/Not Pass is Good=-Extend it

I think that P/NP is definitely needed at Berkeley but in
order for it to work, P/NP must be started at least in junior
high and preferably elementary school.

P/NP is fantastic because it eliminates the superficiality
of the grading system & allows a student to- exercise personal
initiative & expire rieW avenues & approaches to- solVing class-
room problems &-assignments. He doesn't -have to sweat getting
a grade -- therefore feels a sense of freedoM to break frota the
rigidity of traditional teaching techniques. I realize this is
very general = -it is just my personal feeling towards P/NP.

I think all courses Should be f.'/NP: Competition is a sad
thihg which should be done -away with Grades cause a pressure

Ainknotin P/NP courses.

Peel it [P/NP] should be expanded-Without the majority
of P/NP courSeS I have taken,_ would consider lily time at Cal

;spent in hoop -jumping & non-productive attempts at learning &
'being learned'.- The -least amount of superficial eValliatioti

:there is in the learning :process_ (& the earlier the learning
:Process- Ceases to evaluate) the more Will be.tearned at least,
:the more I Would haVe learned.

I, as an Engineering Major, have not had much chance to
take- Courses P/lIP because the majority, of my undergraduate
co-rses are reauired. I only wish I could have taken Some of

Jay courses P/NP bedauSe t dor.'t think I will use them that much
or they are courses repeated from High School.

I feel p/NP is an excellent system arid sliould be expanded.
Many times I know I have done better in P/IP class than a grade-
clats since the pressure waS off. You can enjoy sOm,thing with-_

--out always working for that 'almighty grade' !

I haVe personally found that I am eaually motivated in
-P/NP classes: if not more -motiVated -bY my Pure enjoyment of- the
subject matter - freedom of stifling _grade pressures.

continued
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Pass-Not Pass should definitely be continued. I took
classes pass-not pass which I would not have taken otherwise,
since I knew little of the subject and was afraid of hurting my
G.P.A. always enjoyed the classes, and still worked hard in
them, but pressure was relieved. The-present system which allows
you to take 1/3 of your units pass-not pats is great.

P/NP grading-is-like an oasiain the_midst -of a desert=-
they're enjoyable and conducive to experimentation in unfamiliar
areas, Mut they're no-- panacea- -just making-a course P/NP has no
affect on subject content-or manner'-"Cif'teachingbasic-educa-
tlonal .procedures such as large lecture dlaSses and- napera_graded
anonymously -and exams are still the norm.

I thinkiPOP grading is O.K. becaute-it allows me to carry
More I_don't attack the courses any differently than
graded-Classeswould-usually have an A in P/NP-Clastes, ft _just

removes the extra_ vorry.- WNP can -be abuted if the student
isn't interested in learning, but anyone 'who- it really here for
an_education would-haVe thesaMe attitude- in bath PIN? F4_ g-lded
classes.

It's- frustrating to get better grades in_your past/not
pass Classes-than in your regular clastet. Ari:ir solution to
'thit? At any rate,_I appreciate the option and,have explored
many courses that normally-Would ave" been -left alone.

Pats/Not Past_ grading can either help you to a-high GPA,
enable-yoU to slide by_or genuinely enable you to investigate
some of your curiosities. I think it- should be carefully
zexplaihed to incoming_ freshmemas-I was completely confused -as
-to exactly _how much-freedoM it meant. It's a bit harsh on
those-Undergraduates,who haven't yet decided -1;heir major tut
who are looking around. I believe that on the whole it is a
fine thing as it does help different majors eXplore Without
worry. For some Majors this is no small thing..

c,..)nLinuec
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Free to choose Pass/Mot Pass or Letter Grade

I do not believe that Pass/Not Pass courses should be dis-
continued nor made mandatory; rather the system should continue
to provide an option for the student. I also-believe there
should be no limit of courses that could be taken P/NP. This
allows the student as much freedom as possible, which I feel is
helpful in creating a better learning situation at Cal-Berkeley.

The option, as it now exists, is great. I need a certain
amount of grade motivation, but the amount of experimentation
P/NP allow, and tensions it relives, makes intellectual activ-
ity far more interesting. Note = the, longer I have been away
from my previous High School experience '& environment, the less
I have relied on grade motivation & have learned to develop,
interestS,on my own. P/NP-option is great! (But I don't feel
P/NP wino option should be imposed on everyone)

I am going_to school for. an education--not to play games
with grading systems. Watever way maLes it easiest for my
friends and I to learn is what I eta for I feel that different
people retpond differently to grades and therefore feel that
the option should be left open at least, and, I really encour-
age the expansion of the option to include more courses.

Students shotld be allayed to take all courses in fields
outside their major or related majors P/NP, i.e., engineers
should be allowed to. take all non-science courses P/NP whether
or not that means one or two courses for any one quarter. ...

Unavoidably, a student has to be rated in some way within his
own field, (there has to besome criterion for accepting stu-
dents to Grad School, jobs, etc.) If a student could take all
his courses P/NP, then-the ranking of students would -be based-

entirely on Professors' recommendations, which would put a
hear, burden on the professors and alto eliminate a student's
choic_e of whether or not to get involved with the professor
teaching a certain class (assuming, that the student wanted a
good rating). Allowing students to take P/NP outside their
field is an excellent idea.. An engineering Student can take
English without the constant fear of 'mill I get a D in the
class'.
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a

People should be free to choose the Way they wish to take
a course, unless the whole system was switched one way or the
other, including the whole college or university system nation-
wide.

I feel that the P/NP option should be extended to all
classes but that no class should be given as P/NP only. This
lets the student decide what ,his education is for and how he
wants it evaluated by otherS. GradeS indicate one thing only--
that is how well the student has learned to make grades, not
what he knows.

Pass/Not Pass is "Easy Way Out" for student

Pass/Not Pass_grading will either be a boon for lazy
people Or be a way for students to'motivate themselves with-
out the artificial 'grading' motivation.

It's not a duettion Of 'feeling guilty', I simply feel
that-P/NP courses are a- cop=out.

I lhow-Why I take-PINP-coursesbutresent people e-who do
it all the time tor did_gradeS, eta. Not suite fait to those
who _need to-take theM--alSo-notfeXactly atked-the-reaton I

_likegradet:isithat I:am more-apt to do well than badly, So it
is more. valuable for_long range goals to carry the grade.- If
you get an A-in.:a P/NP CourSes-f it's a waste.

ObvioUsly, some students will take advantage of, P/NP--
but personally, I work hard without even thinking of the grade

get - -I just Want to learn in the-classes I take. Grades
are a stupid way to judge ones intelligence or potential.

I believe it to be a valuable relief for someone-taking
a greatly burdening load-, but I don't feel I `put out' as
great an effort--it's more of a 'get by' situation.

Some students are very clever at increasing their GPA
through. the use of P/NP courses--i.e., guessing correctly which
courses they will not.do /ell in. Although this eventually

.

catches up with -them, it is not really fair to those who are
not so clever with the system.

continued
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Need Feedbadk from Faculty-

P/NP should be used in all courses. Grades are a hinder-
ance to learning. In the end-, you get what, yoU put into a
course. Teacher evaluations in oral or written comments mean
more than a grade.

I do not like P/NP as it now exists because if I must get
a C to pass there is no.sense taking the class P/NP--I can get*
a B with only a little more effort. I liked Pin much more
when one could do D work and still pass. Ialso do not feel that
P/NP is as effective, as an evaluation by the prof would be.

I feel the entire grading system should be changed to
.P/NP providing that a teacher evaluation for the purpose of .§uc-
ceeding within the establishment (i.e., graduate school and job
recommendations).

The system has not been deVelobed-enough',it would be much
more effective if instructor's comments were included along with
grade-of P /NP.- Also, instructors should not be aware of ttudentt_
using ? /NP option7,=I believe it influences their grading teth-
niaue-=negatiVely.

I would like to see more extensive Written or oral evalu-
ation of students by teaehert within a totally pass=not-,pass=
honors system. I do not believe this would-have-any negative
effeCt on-my chances of getting into grdd tchool_ in fact it
Would probably have many positive affects-on-that, -and the
general goals of my life.

Both grading systems might be junked in favor of written
evaluations from the instructor or TA- similar to the Santa Cruz
system. The content -of such a report would certainly be more
valuable than either of the present report forms, and it might
prompt instructors to look more carefully at student work.

I enjoy P/NP tyttem but to introdUce it on a full scale
basit you have to have an integrated interdepartmental seminar
system rather than the present lecture set up: In a seminar a
student_gets feedback from prof & other students, motivation &

_
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interest which goes far beyond & is much healthier than grades
but I still think that P/NP is good in lectures but evaluation
& motivation suffer, but not to an important degree. This
weakness is compensated by reduction of tension, opportunity to
pursue areas of interest in which you are not competent. Gen-
erally P/NP is great and should be expanded.

I usually take courses P/NP to get easy credits and allow
_More time to do what I want to do. I can not. lower my GPA, or I
lose My_scholarShip. Written evaluations -say more to student &
-grad-school, _but in lecture classet who knows who?

Faculty Dislike Users of Pass/Not Pats,

I haven't purSued Many courses On a PasSiNot PasS taSis
7becAUSe-it Seems profeStors feel you _are taking a course for a
_sure Pass-or an -easy way Out of working for digrade.

[Professor _1 hates people -who take Ids class- P /NP.-

I think P/NP shibuId be eliminated froM the 1g3cding at
-Berkeley. Many-instructors will give -StUdentS-a NP ifthey
-don't get a 'Cr but _Will give-an indiVidual a 'C' grade if:theY
didn't-earn it because they took the courserfor-a grade.

In my-opinion it is the instructor who is- less interested
-when a large number of students are taking his course P/NP.
Seri_oUs StudentShave-difficultY getting the detailed-infothey
sometimes need, i.e:, hatl science series & classes designed for
non-majors;

I feel the value of P/NP courses -is -being redUced by the
attitude of faculty. To get into-grad school grades_ are Most
important. Teachers assume that if you take a clast P/NP yoU
_are-not really 'trying' in that course.'(Really foolish, -because_
in the P /NP' classes (3)- I've taken 'I've gotten an A, dn. 11.=, and
a B+-.) P/NP encourages me to take_dlaSSes for which My back-
ground is weak = -i.e., Geology. I'm going to, need a 3.5 to a 3.7:
GPA to enter grad-school here, yet faculty frowns on P/NP.
-Sadly, becauSe of this, I have restricted my P/NP clasSes=-thus
limiting the scope of my education and Sticking to the generally
'safe' claSses for which- I already have a good background. The
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P/NP system is pretently defeating itself=-the students & faculty
cannot agree on ittyalue.

For P/NP to be successful at UCB the stigma of copping-out
must be removed from the person signing up for such a course.
Mott instructors are considerate and-fair in-their attitudet tto-
Wards_P/NP students, but, most students have a feelingjor know=
ledge)_ that P/NP courses are considered at a C grade in trans

scriptt. the P/NP system needt support both of ttUdentt and the
institutions. The true value and meaning of the P/NP-_tystet is
found in the possibility for students to study a given-area in
-freedom and motivated_ by- curiosity or intellectUal interest.
For an-educational institution -=and society this teens an improve -

tent over its competitive syttem'which_in reality produces few
people with the b461-/-6 aualities and-Many Who havemattered the

techniques of grades (aitechniauethat is -cheating)- hd.tet out
on_their careers in a self effacing and utterly selfish attitude.
-these just mentioned may garner a few laurels for the university
but they will_teldot_break_aut of their rigidly formedhabits of
-coMpeting for grades (promotiods,_raites, -public ioffidet-, praise-,
-etc.,. etc.) because they haVe never experienced -any other teif-
-fulfilling_techniOue for continued intellectual- growth. They
will only_groWinteliectualiy under the pressure of the competi=
_tiVe game (and-it-it a game)betause_they- lack any idea of how
to.grow from inner motivation-.

-6. -Present -50 tem, StresseS Grades and Grades= are Preferred-

I've taken P/NP for my ólah_iritereat ih subjects & to

spendlest time in course. It never fails though thatitt- my
Most interesting class-=so I spend most time on_it=-so I -no longer

tek-e-P/NP.

The -P /NP systet cannot be seen for its' true worth until

it can-be removed from the over-shadowing-influence of grades
and` the need-for gradet to _survive in this system; _A 'P' just

doesn't have the social. power of the 'A'.

Although gxades aim not the most desired way- of eValUating
a guy's Worth, they are more accurate than P/NP.
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I don't find that the courses at LTC are demanding to the
extent that it is necessary to have the option of taking one-
third of one's classes on a P/NP basis in order to spend more
time on other classes, etc. My experience with individuals who
have exercised this option is that the extra time is generally
not even redirected to creative extra-curricular activities, let
alone other classes.

As long as grades tend to be arbitrary and grad schools
nevertheless attach important meaning to them--=grading W:11 be
a ludicrous system of evaluation. Pass/Not Pass- will Only be
an effeatiVe so'ution when grad schools stop stressing gradeS:

It seems that there-are three major reasons for taking a
course P/NP. The most coMmon iSprobably to undertake lesS work
so that a highgrade -can be obtained in the graded course.
Another- reason is. to reduce the study time for_a course which is-
only a matter of interest. The third _reason a'Student takeS a
course P/NP is because the student expects a low -grade And-
doesn'tWant it to affect hiSG.P.A, In brief, the P/NP_COurte
doeS not_-actuallY,prOVide relief froth the GPA monster. Cer=
talnly a minimum amoUntof Work_hasto bedOne-isIrWay. Why
worry.abOutachieving thaMiniMum if you intend to pass the
course?_ If you want to_shift-study time -by taking a P/NP course,-,
then_forget it and_change-yr course- schedule. If you-antibi=
pate a 16w grade, You may get it anyway (a NP)-. If you are-pre-
Sently a B or A student you probably -do not anticipate -a.low
za'ade.

PaSs/NP ClasseS-offerho appeal now in my upper division
Work. _MY major interests Me and gradeS are the easiest Way for
my professors--to give a fair evaluation of my work- when they
-have no time for written comments.

There are so many more ihiportaht things to talk about con-_
-cerning grading and teaching at BerkeleY. Ultimately, it is the
-course and- the -prof The method of arriving at an evaluation is
important, and the incentive for a prof to arrive -at an accurate_

_assessment is reduced by NP/P grading. I am opposed to P/NP
_grading, Maybe ABCF grading instead.
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The competiveness of getting into Med school has hindered
my ability to take p/np courses. If it were not for this I
would take as many p/np courses as possible. They tend to
humanize educationby allowing one to have more say in how one's
own education is to progress.

Being concerned about G.N.P. for law school, P/NP allows
me to take upper-division courses in which I'm interested but not
as good in, i.e., Art, etc., with art majors without penalizing
my G.N.P. because of my interests'. -However, I see grades as a
-necessity under our present system.

Standard-Letter-Gradet Motivate,

After Completing_thi [questionnaire], I rhave realized the
depressing fact that grades do proVide a type of motiVation to
me-and that P /NP is usually- a way of avoiding_a C-or even a B.
I do Teel, as I amin-n011ege longer, that I at working -more for
_knowledge andinot fOr_grades, hOWeVer, grades = provide the initial
_push into the material:

It-seems to me that it takes a little__predsure (a grading
course-)-for me to learn; really dig deep into something. Or

-elte I-Would just waste time I guess it is hntan nature. -How=

ever, detpite-the=work- under pretture, I usually feel -good after
_the-work is finished, -andI appreciate theAcrioWledge I Obtained
afterWardt, (knowledge which I-probably won't:get otherWise),

In spite of eVerything_ItVelbeen told, I Teel-that grades
an indentive, and I 'feel that many people would-do no work

if there-were no grades hanging_-over their-heads.

I have never taken_T/NP, except to fulfill- science require =-

mentt-which I hated. Gradet were teaninglebt as a frethman14
_ophomorelargeclasses-& no indication of-progress or Weak=
nesses except the letter grade. During mY IdniOrle senior years
'I have elected-as many-small seminars at-possible. Professors
-have critically evaluated ty_Work naVe, in every class,
_gotten a B +. I feel that grading in seminars is fairer, where
the studentit-WOrking with-a teacher, Lcan watch his improve=
merit over the quarter==grades dO, in thit case, giveSatisfac-
tion.;--Needless to say-, I really learned _nothing during niy first
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:two yeart & I would have learned less if I had not been graled.
At least I made an attempt to learn the material, but I never
_understood my Weak points. -

With P_ /NP I take classes in which I'm interested but
otherwise wouldn't want to compete for girders. I do less work
in these classes, but usually_ enjoy them. P/NP should be con-
tinued at a restricted level, since most people at the college
level are dependent on grades for motivation.

The basic problem is that, to get into Berkeley, kids
have already been trained for years in a grading system. P/NP
is good, but takes a lot of personal reevaluation of goals and
the establishment.of a new degree of-self- motivation.

Do Awasy With Grades

Questionnaires axe lousY ways of evaluating people's
ideas, but.I suppose with so many people there's not much else

,

you can do. I hated this thing but I'm hoping it might help to
bring about some action to abolish grades. Everyone I'.ve talked
to, even the grinds & the grade freaks, don't like grades but'
work for them because the 'system' puts value on them. Don't you
think it would make more -sense to put value on something that
had more meaning than a little letter that is arbitrarily handed
out?

Grading is superficial; students will learn & retain What
they want and should be allowed to explore without graded. A
letter evaluation from the teacher would also give the student§
a betterxelationship with the instructors.

Grading is-tip:alienating, and does much to destroy stu-
dents; that it must be-done away-with totally, if the university
it to be of any humane value.

Grades are not fair or accurate deVices for measuring stu-
dent interett_or competence; they-have the added defect of sti-
fling 156i-tonal growth.
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I strongly believe that all the courses in the undergrad9/
ate years should be pass/not pass. If the student is.in Berkx4ley
he has to have some smarts in the first place. As- it is nol.f,

most medical students can not even enjoy their pre-medical work
at Berkeley due to the tremendous pressures to achieve the best
grades possible. Grades don't do anything except provide one
way to make the admissions officers have an easier time of it
at graduate schools.

I think I'm personally so hooked to the grading system
that I'm most anxious when I take a course P /NP - -I try to get
by with as little work -ds p6sSible so I constantly worry about
the thing. I've never thought grades here were very competitive
at all, at least in the liberal arts,=.rif'yoU didn't get an A,
you got a B, but I knoW _science majors are-super competitive.
GradeS are such a waste (2!'- energy. They make learning-& deve17.
-oping-interests Virtually impoSsible. Abolish-grades!

Orades no meaning to anyone. They do not indicate
bow much was learned, intelligente, or creativity. -But more-

-important to me, they ruin-my experience--at school. Without
them I- -would be _exalted about learning, With them-I -aril-nervous

and_ unhappy -abOut it.

In my. experiences at-UCB, I have seen students pass out
from tension during finals! Why? The almighty grade! This to
me is sick, but very characteristic of good Olt U.S.A. Let's
strive toward Pass/not pass & honors for a more huthane educa-
tional system.

If I win, you -lose==we both can't make it in_ A system -of
-grading on a curve- =and the professor is the _enemy-obvitiuSly,
He and the system pits us against each other. Ask any good _stu-

dent_ if he really dareS help others-in his classes to learn. It

_would [be] self---debtruction: 0,1.1stiOnnaireS lf ?-this one are
_encouraging. PosSi'dy the results of this stuc may help to
change the ehphasiS of education to One of enthUsiabtic creative -

holarship, rather than reliance on-the skills of Schoolmanship
r progression from one arbitrary step to the next.

r-
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Wien school is used for stratification of society rather
than for the dissimination Of information it does a disservice
to all. Anything that will reverse this trend is beneficial!

I am a clear advocate of total elimination of grades at
Berkeley. I feel by doing this we would create-an atmosphere
-more conducive to learning.

Convert the entire grading system to Honor/Pass/Not Pass
andmaybe it will force professors to do a better job of teach-
ing and make both students and teachers more responsive, com-
municative and less tense or hassled about tests, papers, pro-
jects and grades. It could put some learning and fun back into
education and remove some of the oppressiveness and dryness.

I would like to tee all grades replaced by some sort of
personal evaluation by the profestor of the students work;
experiences in this kind_ofaituation-at-Berkeley have leen the
most valuable and: exciting. This, of- course, -would require a
very- loW student- teacher ratio-and-more-emphasis on indepen-.
dent-work. 36th of which I would like-to see instituted.

I think the idea of-all courses being graded on a Pass,
not pass, & honors system :should be more seriously-considered.
The amount of anxiety I have been through. because of-- grades has
made-my four years _of College the singlemost horrid experience
of my- entire life; The paternal attitude of my professors' as
they handed out-grades like-dog biscuits to good puppies hap
been a truly nauseous experience.- The greatest blessing anyone
Could-Over bestow -upon thit university would be to-abolith the
grading syttem as it now stands. Vhope this- questionnaire
reflects-My attitude strongly enough.

Ultimately grades should be removed altogether- A major
adVitor evaluation would be the most accurate system of com =-
pleted learning.

It seems that grades are _given arbitrarily
-how an instructor can say that a person who made
an A=, and a-person who Made 105 pts. -gets a B+.
person_ knows he did Well, but the companies- that
see it as a B,.indicating-average college work.

. I cannot see
107 pts. gett
The second

look at his CPA
Also, in-our
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grading system, the whole grade depends on one final or one paper.
If one happens to be in a bad state of mind during finals week,
he will instantly lower his grade. A T.A. said in a class,- "it's
not how muchyou know', it's how well you do on the final."
Granted, grades do have their purpose: It's hard to see which
students are aualified to go to grad school & which aren't, with
only P/NP marks (besides, I don't think there would be that many
NP marks). ... In trying to tie all I've said together, let me
say this: graded, like money, is a necessary evil at present.
We need some evaluation. However, there must be some way to
lower its importance. I made grades in high school, & when I
came here, I thought I didn't have to any more. I found I was
wrong. Right now I'm more worried about grades than learning.
I've learned something since I've been here, but if I blow a
final or even a mid-term, the compbmy, whIre I apply for a job,
won't care how much I know. I wish I could say more, but I have
-a feeling that I'm incoherent. Let it suffice to say I wish we
could do away with grades, but unfortunately, I have no alter-
'nate solution.

A mstem similar to that used at Santa Cruz should be
enacted, with all courses P/NP. As it stands, the present
system actually relieves very little pressure; the student
simply takes his least favorite classes P/NP and then competes
as usual in his others. This is self-defeating and not much
better than no P/NP option at all.
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